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Minority Students Visit During Preview Weekend
two-hundred applications of
those seventy were accepted.
News Writer
Following a welcoming address on Thursday, the students
This past weekend Trinity- met their respective hosts. They
College held its yearly preview had the freedom to choose
weekend event, a chance for se- among a variety of options as
lected, minority high-school various on- campus groups held
students to view Trinity. The different events for them to atstudents spend three days and tend.
two nights with a student host
Natalie LeBlanc '98, head of
here on campus and get a the Trinity College Black
chance to experience Trinity's Women's Organization said,
academic, social and cultural "We held a creative arts get toclimate.
gether and it went well. Both
The students themselves are college and prospective stuselected by a process similar to dents could get up and perform
the one used to determine stu- poetry or dance . Everybody
dent admission to Trinity: the had a good time"
admissions office sends out ap"We put on a student panel to
plications to minority students discuss the cultural and social
who have displayed an interest climate here at Trinity. 1 think
in Trinity through previous that we had a little misfortune
contacts and college fairs.
in that some students felt this
The criteria used is choose was a chance to vent some frusthe students includes: a 3.0 tration. Overall it was informagrade point average, strong tive and 1 think the kids liked
course load, and most impor- it," said Lina Estrada '98, presi- Minority students arrived last weekend for Preview Weekend to tour the
tantly an interest in Trinity it- dent of La Vos Latina.
campus and learn about Trinity's multicultural opportunities.
self. This year Trinity received
see VISIT on page five
BY DEVIN PHARR
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NESCAC Future To
BY PATRICK NOONAN
BY JAMES VALERIO

News Writer

The future of the New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) will be
decided in a vote of member
college Presidents in early December. The eleven-school conference will vote on changing
the conference Constitution to
allow for participation in
NCAA tournament play on a
permanent basis.
Currently, NESCAC member
schools have participated in
NCAA-sanctioned events on an
experimental basis since 1993,
in a program scheduled to end
in 1999. President Evan Dobelle
said the vote is being held this
winter in order to prepare any
students or perspectives of the
possible end to NCAA participation," said President Dobelle.
"However, we will enter into
another conference before dismissing NCAA play here at
Trinity."
NESCAC member schools include Amherst College, Bates
College, Bowdoin College, Colby

College, Connecticut College,
Hamilton College, Middlebury
College, Trinity College, Tufts
University, Wesleyan University, and Williams College. It
was created in 1971 to provide a
"somewhat insulated world
from what even then was considered... the too high-pressured
world of intercollegiate competitive athletics," commented
President Payne of Williams
College.
If the Presidents vote to end
NCAA participation, the
NESCAC schools who wish to
continue post-season play are
exploring several other alternatives.
"If schools such as Amherst
and Colby wish to discontinue
their participation in NCAA
competition, they may find they
will be playing with themselves
... No institution will want to
lose to a non-participant in the
NCAA division and lose their
chance to post-season play,"
said President Dobelle, who
supports athletics as part of a
liberal arts education.
"1 have never categorized any
see NCAA on page five

News Writer

President Evan Dobelle and
architect Alex Cooper of Cooper and Robertson Ltd. presented the Master Plan to
members of the Trinity community in the Cinestudio on
Monday, November 10.
The presentation described
both the evolution of the campus through 2002 as well as
long term goals that extend
past 2020. These changes will
dramatically affect the structure of the campus by adding
several new facilities and renovating many of those already
in existenceTrinity's campus' is primarily made up of four, quadrangles oriented along a
North-South axis: The Master
Plan attempts to retain these
quads as well as to introduce an
East-West axis of the campus
from Mather Hall to the athletic facilities. The quadrangle
known as the Long Walk will
be restored to preserve its historic quality. However, the
three other quads will undergo

vast changes in the future. The
plan will place the center of
campus at the merge of these
two axes in the Mather quad by
making numerous improvements to that area.
Another of the main goals of
the Master Plan is to open up the
campus to the neighborhood
around the college. The Trinity
campus is very much oriented
inwards, allowing for little contact with the outside. Through
greater access to the city and
improvements to the perimeter
of the campus, Cooper arid his
associates hope to integrate the
college with the city arid, vice
versa.
Currently, the campus has 1.6
miUidnr square feet of space. By
the end of the planned construction, there will be an additional 600,000 square feet The
beginning stages of this expansion, known as Phase I, will cost
the college 94 million dollars.
Over the course of the plan; 29%
of the expenditures will be
spent on housing, 19% on academics, 19% on athletics, and
11% on social space.
Phase I encompasses numerous physical changes to. the

campus. The first addition
will be a central dormitory between the Austin Arts and
Life Science Centers, which
will house approximately 150
students, to be completed by
January 2000. The construction of this dormitory in the
Mather Quad is part of the effort to establish that area as a
vibrant campus center.
In addition, a ceremonial
entrance to the campus will
be created at the intersection
of Broad and Vernon Street.
This will also involve vast improvements to Vernon Street
such as the widening of the
road and landscaping alongside it. Other campus roads
such as Summit Street will
also be improved through
landscaping and physical
changes.
Furthermore, Phase 1 also
includes plans to renovate the
library that will expand its
current facilities as well as incorporate the Computing
Center into the library building. This library expansion
will merge with an expanded
Austin Arts Center to create
see PLAN on page seven.
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Where Have all the Causes Gone?
Recent events in Iraq have led the United States to prepare for the possibility of a conflict.
There is a very real threat, according to newspaper accounts, that violent action, if not war,
will reoccur in The Persian Gulf. Yet no one on campus seems to be concerned about how
such an event would affect our lives. There has been no discussion of the tension in any
forum. Why?
We constantly hear about the apathetic students at Trinity. We are told we do not care
about world events, or any events for that matter, that take place outside the campus gates.
In the 1960's, our parents were out campaigning for causes, holding demonstrations, getting involved in world events. Students are supposed to be the one group that has nothing
to lose, and therefore can afford to take part in risky political rallies. So w h y don't we?
W h y is it that students at colleges across the country (we are not unique in our apathy)
are not passionate about world news? Is it because there is nothing against which to rebel?
No causes for which to stand? Is it because the pressures of class and our daily college
lifestyle do not leave time for demonstrations? Because we have no heros to follow or emulate? Do we just not care?
Our generation seems to be plagued with criticism about our lack of involvement. We
have been called "Generation X" and "Slackers" as a way to categorize our disinterest. Yet
students do care about issues. We are interested in world events. When students actually
start discussing politics and issues such as environmentalism and racism, we have something to say. So what keeps us from acting on those opinions?
Perhaps it is a lack of time. W h e n forced with the choice to read 50 pages for class discussion where participation is 20% of the grade, or read a newspaper, many students would
put their grades above their worldliness.
More likely, however, students are only interested in events that touch their lives in some
way. In the 60's, the Vietnam War affected everyone. Students' loved ones were going off to
war because the draft had been implemented. The war in the Gulf, in contrast, is far removed from any of our experiences. While some may know a soldier who has gone to Iraq,
most do not. In the 60's, the Civil Rights Movement dealt with the definite line between
segregation and integration. Today, while racial tension and conflict is still prevalent, it is
a more subtle issue which is harder to define.
There seems to be a prevailing attitude today that one person cannot make a difference,
so why bother at all? Again, if we do not see direct results, if it does not affect our lives in
some way, we are not interested.
Students do care about things that are happening in the world, but the issues are not as
pressing or immediate as they were in our parents' generation. So what will it take to get
Trinity students active and involved? It may take a war, or the death of a relative due to
AIDS, or the discrimination of a close friend to make students realize that they can and do
have a voice, that they can and should try to make a difference, no matter how small.

Wttlttf
ElizabetK Perry *98

T.K.MacKay<9$

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

MANAGING EDITOR

Tripod Sends A Message
On Preview Weekend
To The Editor:
Preview Weekend promotes
multiculturalism at Trinity College. Many Preview students
come to visit Trinity and
schools like ours with knowledge of the dominate White
American main stream c ulture.
Preview Weekend serves to
make potential students aware
of the many cultures that do
exist on Trinity's campus and
how they represent themselves.
Trinity College does not create
any type of separation that does
not already exist in our society.
Minority students are in a separate group, viewed differently
by the admissions office as well
as society. But we are all part of
the same application process.
Minority students have to go
through the same process as everyone else to get into college.
By introducing Preview stud e n t s to the multicultural
groups on campus, it Sets them
know that there are organizations that can facilitate their
unique needs as minority students. The organizations of the
Multicultural Affairs Council
(MAC) are not used to further
segregate, but instead, as a vehicle through which minority
students can be recognized and'
become more involved a,t Trinity.
The purpose of the Black,
Asian, and Hispanic Orientation (BAHO) is to make the inc o m i n g minority freshmen
^sste^iol ^ g organizations of
MACand the people involved in
them. This way the incoming
freshmen can learn that these
groups and the people in them
are available to them as a resource through which they can
become more active at Trinity.

It is true that a core group of
friends is established. This occurs for a simple reason. Many
minority students share a similar experience in America, and
beyond that, many individuals
share a common culture. Because of this, friendships are
formed. BAHO does not force
minority students to be separated, but individuals can
choose to be separated. It would
be a mistake for minority students to limit themselves to
what the minority population
of Trinity has to offer. BAHO,
contrary to popular belief, does
not encourage any type of separation.
So, why do alumni come back
for a separate preview weekend,
orientation, and Homecoming?
Minority students will share,
are sharing, and have shared
similar experiences that are
unique to being a minority student at Trinity College, and because of this there are bonds
that are forged that may never
be broken.
Finally, by publishing the
criticisms of Preview Weekend
and BAHO the week that the
preview students were arriving,
The Trinity Tripod was working
against the Office of Admissions, Dean of Multicultural
Affairs Kimberly Jones, The
Multicultural Affairs Council,
and all of the students, faculty
and alumni who contributed to
Preview Weekend. If The Tripod
reflects the views and opinions
of Trinity College and its
dents, then I ~ •*«*-*-»-^
Trinity College's desire to become a truly multicultural institution.

Sincerely,
J. Russell Fugett '01
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Crime On Campus

BUSINESS MANAGER

NEWS EDITORS

As we all know, Campus Safety does a bang-up job of protecting students from the scary world out there. OK, we can't fake it,
they usually do a better job of protecting us from the scary world
in here. Breaking up drunken shouting matches between two
intimidating Economics majors and that sort of thing. This "Pillow Talk" is dedicated to the Trinity 5-0, their faults and achievements.
Let's see, how many crimes
have been committed down
there in the last couple years?
The Lower Long Walk
And how many times have
robbery
you seen Campus Safety along
the Lower Long Walk? Hmm...
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Cut down on those frat parties,
guys. Can't have that.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
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It may be a self-serving reason,
but we don't care. It gets you
The Tripod, dammit!

. ,

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod Will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do.
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:

Editor-in-Chief
(860)297-2583

Business Office
(860)297-2584,

• FAX

(860)297-5361

• CAMPUS MAIL:

BOX 702582

•E-MAIL:
• CAMPUS NETWORK:

tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
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As (See (f
By
I received a much anticipated piece of mail today. I've
been waiting for weeks for
the brown envelope to arrive
in my mailbox. In it was a
wonderful 8x10 glossy of
Martha Stewart, a woman's
icon of the 1990s. This photo
will be placed in a place of
honor on the outside of my
door — smack in the middle
of my dartboard. Okay, I
didn't really get this in the
mail, but I wish I did. Actually, I've spent the past couple
of months going through my
friends' magazines in search
of that "Got Milk?" ad that
shows Martha and a cow So
far, I've had no luck.
I'm sure you're wondering
why I have this strange level
of animosity towards the
dear Ms. Stewart. After all,
she just tries to help women
make their homes more
beautiful, right? I beg to differ. Through her perfect,
happy homemaker persona,
Martha Stewart has given the
women of America one hell
of an inferiority complex.
Stewart gives off the impression that good homemakers
have impeccably clean
£
y
decorated with attractive,
handmade seasonal items.
Her little projects that "make
a house a home" are almost

impossible for working
women to do. There just
aren't enough hours in the
day for women to hold a job,
raise their children, and keep
their house seasonally decorated. Something has to give,
and it usually is the house —
Stewart's show, magazines,
cookbooks, and other ventures into the media make
women feel that they aren't
doing enough, that they are
bad mothers or wives.
Is this the future of
America? Am I going to live
my adulthood in a society
where I am constantly put
up to Martha Stewart for
comparison? This woman
has a staff to clean up after
her. Her job is making her
house look beautiful. She
doesn't have a bunch of kids
running through the house
as she mixes the ingredients
to her souffle, turning the
pages of the cookbook while
she's not looking, and knocking a dozen eggs onto the
floor...before she uses any of
them (although I'd love to see
this happen on one of her
shows). Sure, what she does
looks nice, but it's unrealistic.
. She does.h.&tshow.out.Ql
her house in an attempt to
make what she does seem
ordinary. When I have my
own home and family, I re-

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
SPECIAL PREVIEW WEEKEND
FOR MINORITIES?
LUCA LAINO '99

"I'm all for the Preview!
Call me at extension 2589,
NOW!"

VIRAJ MAJMUDAK. '99

"I wasn't even aware this
occured, but I think there
should be a weekend for
all prospectives."

Rocio HERRERA '99
"It's ridiculous that
Trinity seperates students according to race,
because it immediately
segregates the student
body."

ally don't think I'll have time
to make a centerpiece out of
sugar-coated fruit or to build
pea trellises in my backyard.
Keeping my family fed (no
gourmet here) and the house
(and kids) clean enough to
avoid condemnation would
be the main goal. Granted,
maybe I'll have a change of
heart, but I doubt it. Who
knows, in fifteen years,
someone may just show me
this article and laugh at me.
Women in our generation
have been raised by mothers
who lived through (and
fought for) women's liberation in the late 1960's and
1970's. We were taught that
we could be anything that
we wanted. Our lives were
not limited by gender. In my
youth, I was never told that I
couldn't do something because I was a girl. I went
through the astronaut stage
(withPunky Brewster,as Irecall), the fireman stage, and
quite a few others. My parents always raised me as an
individual and encouraged
me to think and act without
being held back by gender
stereotypes. To this day, 1 be. lieve strongly in this. If
someone tells me that I tan't
do something or doesn't listen to me because I'm female,
I am enraged (and his or her
life usually becomes ever so
unpleasant, even if it is just
for a moment). The idea of
women's equality is something that I have been raised
with and something that I
believe to be true.
Unfortunately, the message that I get from Martha
Stewart is that this is all for
naught. She is the materialistic version of June Cleaver,
only more unrealistic. It is
practically impossible for a
woman to raise a family and
pull a Martha Stewart.
Stewart's success plays on
deep-seeded insecurities
within modern women
about being wives and mothers that have not yet been
eradicated from the collective psyche. Contrary to the
ideas that are propagated by
her show, I don't belive that a
woman has to serve multicourse dinners on a regular
basis or ice multi-tiered
cakes in order to be a good
wife and mother.
In a few words, her industry is eating away at the fiber
of modern American womanhood. Basically, she is
playing off our insecurities
and conservative national
trends making it impossible
for women to feel like they
are doing their jobs. Martha
Stewart's Living is chipping
away at years of American
feminism and returning
women to the idea of uncompromising servitude.

James

Griffith

Last week at 7 AM, printing my fifteen page paper on
Heidegger, which I had spent the last six hours.writing, I Found
out the strangest thing. I turned onNational Public Radio and
listened to All Things Considered. There was a report I was
just flat out not expecting to hear. Apparently Boston University cut its football program.
The team had its last home game two weeks ago to a big
crowd of angry alum and students. They won, for the first time
in something like eight games. The trustees backed up the
decision by citing the waning interest of the student body.
Attendance had been steadily dropping at BU for the last few
years and they finally decided to cut the program entirely.
I was taken aback for a minute during the report. I was also
pretty out of it, so just about anything at that time would have
taken me aback, but that's beside the point. As the report went
on, they interviewed a Nigerian student who was playing what
sounded likeStreetFighterlllna lounge in his dorm. He wasn't
at the game because he had no interest in American football.
He said he grew up on soccer. The report explained that students like him were a big reason for cutting out football. BU is
attempting to make their school more diverse and to cater to
student interest,so they need to funnel money to programs that
will interest a more diverse student body. This cut in the budget will make other sports, especially a lot of women's sports,
more available, said the trustees.
BU, as one might expect, is not the only school in recent years
to cut football. Thirteen schools since 1990 have cut football
in the US. Of course, ten have added it, so that statistic doesn't
say too much. •
After hearing about this, the issue of school sports came up
in another class. Iwas talking to my professor about it during
our, break for the three-hour tqur-de-for.ee that • is,- my:;HegeT
seminar. He:saidhe: didn't see the need for college sparts;at all.
They aire a. waste of money, heexplained. :miEuro|«^there are:
no school-sponsored sports at all Ifybpwarjt to dolthiiigslike
that, you can work out, play pick-up games, or whatever you
1 argued that, at least for big schools like Penri State, Notre
Dame, Syracuse, and the like, sports are a big money-maker.
1,'Nij^e, aftd-gpd-knows, what'pther com>
p|ir|ies: 0oe"Patenio' tisedmnayea;series.of acls with Bell Atlan.tic,for some strangereaspn). So for schools like that, schools
that-are more or less a minor league fpr football and.basketball,' they caw justify haying sports: in that they make other
things more available. My professor dismissed this argument
and we wentback to Hegel. :;: V
.;
: .
: But I couldn't stop thinking about it. Is there really a justification for college sports? My professor would say no, but he
doesn't like sports in general* so he doesn't count. I can see why
Penn State and those others want them, so I dismiss them- But
what about Trinity? Honestly, what: kind of money does having sports here bring in? None! that I can think of. In fact,
they're probably a financial black hole. We don't; charge for
most games here; No one on campus I know of has a contract
withNike. I seriously doubt the athletes here are going pro, So
I don't think it's a financial commitment that keeps sports here.
What about school spirit? Well, speaking for myself, in the
almost two-and-a-half years here, I've gone to three Parents'
Weekend soccer games and one basketball game. I didn't really see an overwhelming crowd there either. And I'm someone who likes sports. I'm a devoted Eagles fan. I have friends
on teams. 1 tried out for soccer last year (this isn't bitterness, I
played the worst soccer I played in five years that week). Iplay
pick-up football games and intramural soccer and softball
every year. I doubt it's school spirit which rears its head every
coupleof months here. ; ! '.'••/.•• :
. : : :
How about giving some of the better athletes here a chance
taplayatahighercaliber? Okay, that's a little more legitimate.
I eandefinitely understand not wanting tpplay against people
who are .notnearly as good as you are.. But is it really worth
pouring the aindunt of money it takes to maintain the fields,
the eqiiipirient and .so; on? • Boes'trie philosophy department
:get an extra fuirprpf^prspocjusttoariqrease the caliber of
:philo4^hi?ing thatgoes oriherei'^::: :::••'':' - i : ;:::; : • ".•'•'.;.
,.;.• So,rm,nbtsurelcaiifigyreo,utar^
arguraetatforsportsataplacelikeT^
1 lovespbrts; 1played
a lot in high school.:T:understahd.that it!s ariaspecfof a school
that's simply exp^ctediand:that cuttingtlie:wriole programis
pretty muchirnplausible^if;ipt no other reason than because
pep^e.wouldn'tcometo.aschoolwithdutsports ; :• ,;:::.:^
In the: end, itis pretty much aanpot point. As long as America
and society iri general are asbbsessediwitK organized spbrts as
they are^Trinity and every other;coilegeinArri^
tinue tohavespOrts;have big gapieS;forHoiriecoming,hay^all
arice thatgbes wjtll them. '••I'm. ait some:
t;npv^form.yself.;:I can't decide whether
£sso> pr|: ;notvin': a:cer tain:way I just don't
jibutfca'n'tfjg^^
yjrqrig, If someone lias
i:cpnyincingreaspftfor^ports at a smallI)-UIschool,:writeVa
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Campus Planners Consider
Student Interests Second
To the Editor:

from May, I do not see that there will be
any of Susan Jacobs' "eyes on the street"
As of Monday, November 10, I have in that area to protect pedestrians. These
been to three campus planning meet- new closed areas, while better perhaps
ings. My overall feelings after having for traffic reasons and for facilitating
attended these meetings range from an- guests into and off of campus, do not add
ger to dissatisfaction. After each of these to the feeling that this is a safe campus.
meetings, 1 find myself progressively Therefore, I am angry that the needs of
more disinterested in the process, since the students are not being addressed and
it does not seem to revolve around my I am dissatisfied as a student by how the

These new dosed areas...do not add to the feeling
that this is a safe campus, I am angry that the needs
of the students are not being addressed and I am
dissatisfied as a student by how the planners are
designing the "new"campus.
needs but around the needs of various
administrative offices on campus. The
campus planners seem to be saying the
same thing repeatedly. Since May, the
one major embellishment to the presentation was to inform the listeners that
Vernon Street would become the new
ceremonial entranceway, not a new road
built off Broad Street.
As in May, I have a general question
about safety on campus, and a more specific one on the traffic controls on campus. The closing of Vernon was a long
difficult fight that was spearheaded for
several reasons, above al 1 pedestrian and
driver safety along the street. Pedestrian
safety is a huge issue on this campus as
things stand now. Not only have we had
one visitor get hit by a car on Summit
Street, but 1 was nearly hit (ironically
enough) stepping out of the on-campus
Campus Safety shuttle. Opening up
Vernon Street, even with the visual,
p\vystoA,«id psychological barriers that
the planners propose is still a danger that
should be more carefully considered.
Also, in looking at the plans, there will
be more "greenspace," but less open
space. The proposal to make each of the
quads as "strong" as the main quad, while
an aesthetically pleasing idea, cuts off
one section from the other in a way the
open campus of the presen t does not. For
example, a new parking lot in the area
of Ferris (which will be easier to get to
from the street) is surrounded by buildings where there will not be residents.
Therefore, to rebut the planners' answer

planners
are designing
the
"new"campus.
Perhaps some of these feelings would
have dissipated during the questionand-answer period. However, as in May,
I again found myself leaving this portion
of the meeting angered and dissatisfied.
Perhaps irate is a better word to use. In
May, this excited, anxious Trinity student sat in the third row center to listen
to each pearl of wisdom the planners
spoke. Then, as now, 1 speak about the
safety issues. Once the floor was opened
to discussion, I raised my hand to politely wait to ask my questions. However,
then, as now, I witnessed an interesting
phenomena. Although my hand was
one of the first to be raised, and it was
quite prominently placed in the audience, the planner would glance in my
direction and consistently call on others.
Then, as now, 1 found myself feeling as
though my question was not worthy of
being raised. Then, as-nowvVto?ofeap. inventory of who the planners did allow
to ask questions.
I made an interesting discovery. In
May, most of the people recognized were
men over thirty. On Monday, I noticed
the same phenomenon. Of those recognized by the planners on Monday, two
were students and two were female. Of
those four, I was one female student. In
May, I was pleased to see that safety precautions were considered an issue. What
I found most amusing was that the planner recognized a gentleman who seemed
to be in this late fourties/early fifties,

THE LOWER LONG WALK KEEPS SETTING LONGER.
presumably assuming to answer a financial question or some other such
worry. However, this gentleman asked
about the safety precaustion the planners had in mind. The answer talked
about the safety problems of all plans
and assurred the audience that and that
the issues would be addressed. On Monday, when I raised the same question
only with a few more specifics, I recieved
the answer that they have recognized
these concerns and are in the process of
discussing them, however nothing is
concrete yet. Well, this certainly puts my
mind at ease. I even gave them the opportunity to dispel my worries by mentioning, in my question, more lighting
and more call boxes. This letter is not attacking Campus Safety. As campuses go,
I feel that Trinity is quite safe. However,
has anyone ever walked down the Lower
Long Walk alone at night when there is
fog coming off the fields? I have, and let
me tell you, the trees that the planners
want to add to the Lower Long Walk
would not enhance a feeling of safety in
that atmosphere.

question. One science professor asked a
very valid question about noise from the
proposed dorm behind LSC affecting the
habitat of the animals living in LSC,
therefore affecting the experiments on
the animals. The planner answered that
dorms are soundproof and will not
bother the animals. Most of the answers
given were not detailed and did not seem
to alleviate the concerns of those asking
the questions.
Overall, I found myself greatly disappointed by the entire meeting. By 2002,
most of the large scale changes will have
been made to the campus. New buildings will have been built a,nd ihejibrajy
will have been renovated
However, with these plans for the next
five years, there are still a large number
of issues that have yet to be discussed.
Are the planners going to simply continue to give the Trinity community
non-answers to issues that directly concern us? I sincerely hope not, otherwise
this will no longer be a college community campus, but a visitor-oriented tourist site.

Above all, after listening to the campus planners answer questions, I realized Sincerely,
1 never actually heard an answer to a Karen von Hardenberg '00

Are Grunge And Angst Relevant Anymore?
An exploration of what ever happened to The Alternative
Young folks, freshman, indulge me.
Let's go back a few years to the days of
Opinion Writer
the early 1990s; my childhood. Long before Steve Buscemi, Kurt Cobain, Daria,
Last Thursday I purchased my first Clerks, and angst, there was me with my
suit for an interview. It was dark blue- parents eight-track player and a hissy
grey and single breasted, the corporate copy of Joplin's "Piece of My Heart." I was
"uniform," Though I do not resent or fear an oddball.
the prospect of wearing a suit or having
Whilst my high school danced The
to maintain a conservative appearance Running Man and snuggled up to "Ice,
beginning sometime after graduation, I Ice, Baby," a younger chubby-cheeked me
can only think how short a time ago it roamed the streets of Croton, NY, clad in
was that I was a high-school senior tot- black with my sidekick Remo pumping
ing an oversized plaid green shirt, cutoffs quaters into Contra at the pizzeria. I
and black Doc-Martens. I realized it then, couldn't dance, hated mousse and actuas I stood in the men's department decid- ally read and liked Ethan Frame. Megaing between single and double breasted, death scared me and, well, Paula, Vanilla,
blueor black howold I was and how fast and Hammer seemed empty. Grunge
those precious years of adolescent rebelwas waiting, and I was there.
lion escaped me. Though it may have
Two years later, it was hip to be unbeen interviewing anxiety, a certain fear
popular
and misunderstood. I didn't
came over me. I imagine the same fear
that drives older men to purchase those have to spend ninety bucks on Zsmall sports cars and run off with blond Cavaricci's and HyperColor shirts to be
aerobics instructors half their age. 1 cool. Hand-me-downs from my dead
feared that all I knew and held dear had grand-dad's closet were haute couture. It
become extinct. Looking around the was okay if I had a bit of a paunch, didn't
mall there were no long haired, plaid tot- wash often, and drove an old car with a
ing, Doc-wearing Nirvana fans. No, we dented door and no tail-pipe. An
had been replaced. I ask you, who is Wu- America raised on John Hughes films
Tangl Courtney Love, Blind Melon, Goo had come around: the underdog was
Goo Dolls, where are you? Why don't the cool. MTV and Z100 those paragons of
the chic, dumped Vanilla, Paula, and
kids listen to you?
Marky for a new sound out of Seattle.
BY PHILIPPE BLANCATO

Suddenly everyone was talking about kids smoking out front. I realized that
"indies," buying Docs, and trying to be as the new cop who lives down the street
much of an outcast as possible. Kurt died, from me was in my sophmore year Trig
and by then he was such an idol, that a class. The guy from Blind Melon died,
decently large percentage of my school Guess bought Doc Martens and, sudrefused to attend class in his memorium. denly, only No Doubt played on the raI could only wonder how many of them djo.
once wore Z-Cavarricci's. I was not alone
My bones were too old, No Doubt was
in that sentiment and soon hipsters boring, and plaid was getting harder to
warred over who was legit and who had find. I decided to give it up.
the "cooler" Docs. It had all gone wrong. • Last April, I cut my long hair and
"Grunge" had become a market. The Gap threw out some plaid. I looked around. I
had a flannel collection shirt untucked was twenty-one, soon to be twenty-two.
on their mannequins.
1 was close to having a Bachelor's degree
Somewhere between Cobain's death and The Simpsons had entered Sindicate.
and the beginning of "Troopergate" I en- I felt silly wearing concert-T's and I'd get
tered Trinity. Freshman orientation was funny looks wearing my Docs while
a scary time. Was I the only person who temping. Apparently even "casual
had never heard of J. Crew? Where were Thursdays" isn't ready for Docs. It was
all the Doc Martens? Why is there so over and it wasn't "me" anymore. Why
much khaki? How come all the rich kids should I be angstful now?
buy Saabs and not Camaros here? 1 was
In some ways 1 felt guilty, I felt like a
depressed, I wasn't "cool" here, but, nev- "poser"— to use my old terminology. I
ertheless, I knew I had an opportunity wasn't "Trinity," but I wasn't seventeen
many in my hometown did not have and anymore. I had an education and a fuI stuck it out.
ture, despite myself, and really not much
The years passed. My hometown to be angry about anymore. Walking
friends got jobs, got married, had kids, through malls in "grunge gear" I realized
moved away. Trinity began to admit a I was a ludicrous thing, like a flapper at
few kids with nose-rings and dyed hair. a rave. As 1 put on my tie for my interLocal concerts started to have no-thrash- view I felt justified. I was not a "sell-out,"
ing rules and I didn't know the guys that Gen-X was old and grown-up. Grunge
worked at the Dairy Mart anymore or the was dead.
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Minority Students Visit Trinity
continued from page one
cheon with the faculty, fn adThe following day the stu- dition, they were all given students attended a breakfast in dent interviews by
the
which President Dobe.Ile spoke. admissions staff headed by
Assistant director of Admis- Karen von Hardenburg'00 and
sions and coordinator of minor- Juliana Blunt '98.
ity recruitment Michael Pina,
The students were given a
who was the main organizer of chance to meet post graduate
Preview Weekend said of the Trinity students on an Alumni
speech, "I think it really says a Panel.
lot about what he considers im"Their inputs were doubly
portant and about fulfilling his appreciated after having to
vision for this school. I felt that make the trek up to campus in
it really reached out and let all that snow," said Pina.
those kids know what this
Finally, the students were
school is all about."
given a chance to unwind after
The students then had the a long day at a free party held
opportunity to attend classes. in the Washington Room or
"These kids are really into the drift elsewhere and hang out
competitive spirit. Many have with some of the students outbeen contacted by other side of the program.
NESCAC, mini and even full Ivy
"In looking back at this proLeague schools and they want gram it's really important to
to know why they should come recognize the student government and multicultural affairs
here," remarked Pina.
Also on Friday students had council here. They were really
the opportunity todiscuss their wonderful," said Pina
academic interests at a lunCarolyn French '98, who gave

a tour to four perspective students said, "They were the best
group of students 1 have given a
tour to all year. They were very
enthusiastic and knew exactly
what they wanted from Trinity."
Pina commented, "As far as
how successful the program
was, from a college and student
standpoint it was great.
"We had some glowing reviews of the kids from the interviewers and from the feedback
1 heard they had a grea t time too.
1 mean we had one person decide to go early decision, and
another handed in their application when as he was leaving.
From my standpoint it will
only be successful when we
have some of these kids admitted enrolled and matriculated.
I just hope that this and the Preview Weekends to come will
help in expanding Trinity's cultural boundaries and improving it's overall environment,"
said Pina.

NCAA Participation In Danger
continued from page one
students as athletes, President
Dobelle continued. "We have
many activities here and every
person involved is a student.
We tend to refer to our students
as athletes [rather than student
athletes] all too often without
looking upon our collective as
students, he said"
Amanda Tucker, a three sport
athlete and four-time particiP<»H m NCAA pjii.-^^o^pl^,
said "the entire situation is ri-

diculous... it seems totally inconceivable that this decision
could be our end as a NCAA institution.
"Our conference is unique in
that it gives the opportunity for
individual and team accomplishment on so many levels.
"The NCAA's are part of a
team/individual's seasonal
goals... If the pinnacle is the
ECAC tournament—what is the
«PfW
tioned.

The Student Government
voted unanimously to support
continuing membership in the
NCAA.
SGA President Bill Mahoney
stressed the importance of the
balance sports provides at Trinity, saying, "sports are a major
part of what we hold important
here at Trinity-sports, academics, and extra-curricular activities all are essential to a
cation.

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Remarks Cause UT To Re-examine Racial Policy
The General Counsel of the University of Texas-Austin told the Board of Regents on
November 13 that he believed the University's racial harassment policy was unconstitutional.
The policy, which is currently under review, was "established to maintain an environment
free of racial intimidation, humiliation, and harassment." Controversy surrounding this
policy erupted over an incident involving comments made by UT law professor Lino Graglia.
At a September Press Conference, Graglia was quoted as saying, "African-Americans and
Hispanics do not compete academically with white students because their cultures do not
look upon failure with disgrace." These remarks prompted three UT students to file a racial
harassment suit against Graglia in September. Despite the fact that these comments were
found offensive by some, the general counsel stated that Graglia's utterances are protected
under the First Amendment. Thus, the University may not discipline him based on this
incident The University is currently forming a response to this incident and a list of ten
demands drafted by members of the group Students for Access and Opportunity that are calling
for as the enforcement of existing racial harassment policies.
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On The Beat
Student Robbed At Gunpoint
A female student walking towards the library on the
Lower Long Walk was robbed atgunpoint at about 7:55 PM
on Sunday, November 16. The student was walking behind
the robbers, both 14 to 16 year-old males, who slowed down
to allow her to pass. They conf ron ted her as she passed them,
brandished a handgun, and demanded her valuables. The
student gave them $15 in cash and some jewelry before the
suspects fled towards Broad Street. Both Campus Safety and
Hartford Police responded immediately and arrested
possible suspects, who were released when the victim was
unable to make a positive identification. This incident is
the third of its type to occur this year on the Lower Long
Walk. Campus Safety, Buildings and Grounds, and other
administrators plan to evaluate the security measures in
place and determine whether additional measures are
needed.

ICeg Bowling in High Rise
Campus Safety responded to complaint of "furniture
or other objects being thrown around" at 5:00 AM on
Saturday, November 15 in High Rise. Officers confronted
students throwing an empty beer keg against the wall and
the fire door. Several students fled the scene but two students
have been identified. The keg was confiscated and the
matter has been referred to the Dean of Students and Office
of Residential Life for further disciplinary action.

Spare Parts Are In Demand
A1982 Camaro was discovered on Summit Street with
its rear window broken and hatchback off its rails on
November 14. Brian Kelly commented that "the older the
car the more valuable its parts are. We find that people think
that since there's not a lot of value to the vehicle it will be
safe from theft but we're finding the opposite. The older
the car the more likely it is that it will be stolen."

Thief Uses Stolen Credit Card
A jrjpcketl?ppk belonging, to ,an admjssionstp.Hice,,
p'tbyee" was'stolen from raffiams on November 7. It''
contained approximately $50 and numerous credit cards.
Campus Safety was initially unable to find any suspects.
However, on November 12, the victim was notified by her
credit card company that the card had been used to
purchase $500 worth of jewelry from a shop on Park Street.
The Hartford Police Department have subsequently been
informed and are involved with the investigation.

Bicycle Seat StoSen
A seat was stolen from a bicycle locked outside Mather
Hall at about 4:00 PM on Thursday, November 13. The
mountain bike belongs to a student and was otherwise
undamaged. There are no suspects at this time.

Unregistered Parties Targeted
Campus Safety will begin to crack down on
unregistered late night parties. "Campus Safety has received
requests from the Vice President's office to monitor these
late nights very closely and to submit reports to the Dean
of Students for action," commented Assistant Director of
Campus Safety Charlie Morris. Morris indicated that most
of these parties occur at fraternities and further commented
that "any party must be registered with Campus Safety.
Usually parties are not allowed during the middle of the
week, they are only allowed during the weekends. Campus
Safety will monitor the situation closely and notify the
Dean's office of any violations."

Beth Wawerna, uwire, 11/16/97

Alumni Hanne Person Of The Year
Former Morihwesfern Student Detained By Judge
A Cook County Circuit Court judge ruled on Thursday November 13 that a former
Northwestern sophomore charged with assault could not return home to Texas pending
psychiatric evaluation by the courts. James Whitmore, 19, is awaiting evaluation for his
assault of a female student on the back of the head with a hammer. Since his release on
$150000 bond October 23, he has resided at the inpatient psychiatric ward of Evanston
Hospital However Whitmore's attorney argued that his doctors now felt it was necessary
that Whitmore return home and begin day treatment only. Judge Garrit E. Howard ruled
that he would not allow Whitmore to return home until the court-ordered psychiatric
evaluation was completed. The judge granted a continuance until Monday at which point
the issue of bond will be reconsidered. Until that time, Whitmore must continue to receive
treatment from his current psychiatrist.
Katherine Tang Newberger, uwire, 11/16/97

The Trinity Club of Hartford has selected Hal Smullen
'76 as its 1997 Person of the Year. The award is presented each
year to recognize an alumnus or alumna who has graduated
from the College within the past 25 years, currently resides
in the Greater Hartford area, and has demonstrated
outstanding service to the community and College. "Hal is
a great friend of Trinity. With enthusiasm, diligence, and
class, he has contributed significantly to the success of the
Trinity Club and the College," said Jim Goodridge, President
of the Trinity Club of Hartford. "He is a successful
businessman, a dedicated Trinity volunteer, and an active
participant in the community. The business world, the
College, and the City of Hartford benefit greatly by his
ability to serve as a leader for others in his community."

written and compiled by
Timothy Slotover
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Trinity Supports
Special Olympics
BY RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Writer

On November 8th and 9th,
the Connecticut Special Olympics were held at the Hartford
Armory. Over 250 special athletes were paired with non-special athletes to compete in
events such as power-lifting,
volleyball, and swimming.
Over 200 individuals participated as volunteers, including
30 members of the Trinity College community.
The Special Olympics were
founded in the early 1960s by
Eunice Kennedy Shriver
through a day camp at her
home for people with mental
handicaps. Her philosophy
was that all people can benefit
from participation in sports and
her day camp proved that children and adults with mental retardation
were
more
athletically capable than anyone had ever thought possible.
Theses events also illustrated
that people can enjoy many
other benefits- physical, social,
mental, and spiritual.
Today, the Special Olympics
are the world's largest yearround program of physical fitness, sports training and
athletic competition for people
with mental handicaps. The
Special Olympics include over
1 million athletes participating
m programs that exist in every.
state in the U.S. as well as in an
estimated 140 countries around

personally been involved with
the Special Olympics for years.
1 loved it so much; it was such a
rewarding experience. For that
reason, 1 wanted not only the
College Republicans involved
but the whole Trinity community."
Sharon Renzoni, an employee
of the Phoenix Homelife Insurance Co., a sponsor of the Connecticut Special Olympics,
helped coordinate Trinity volunteers. "This was my third year
as a volunteer coordinator, and
it was nothing short of incredible. Organizing athletic and
social events for such a great
group of people was a pleasure.
It's a great feeling to set everything up for them and watch
them compete as they overcome
their personal challenges."
Renzoni continued, "The
Special Olympics are a great
opportunity for mentally retarded athletes to play sports
and compete like everyone else.
They're just so grateful for the
opportunity to compete and
show they are capable of achieving their goals. It's also obvious
they appreciate the help of the
volunteers."
Amelia Ames '00 stated, "I
volunteered this year because I
had done it before and really
enjoyed it. I remember working
with one disabled athlete who
wasn't communicating with his
team. I helped him practice his
volleyball serve. He ended up
scoring a point for his team and
winning the game for them.

"It was an invigorating experience. It was
inspiring to see what these special athletes
were capable of."
- Brian Kelly
the world.
The Connecticut Special
Olympics first took place in
1969. Programs such as Unified Sports pair athletes with
and without disabilities on
teams. The Connecticut Special
Olympics have sought to improve the physical and social
conditions of the mentally retarded..
Trinity's involvement in this
program has been varied. Trinity College was the site of the
Connecticut Special Olympics
in 1995 and 1996. This year the
College Republicans, led by
Dari Sylvester, headed a drive to
increase volunteerparticipation
among the Trinity College community.
"We believe our efforts were
very successful," said Dari
Sylvester '98. "We had the largest participation ever from Trinity students, faculty, and staff. It
is especially signi f icant considering the event was not held on
the Trinity campus this year."
Explaining the dedication of
the College Republicans to the
cause of the Connecticut Special Olympics, Sylvester said,
"The reason the College Republicans became involved is because we felt it was important
for politics to be intertwined
with community service. As a
political group, we are in a
unique position to be able to
reach beyond Trinity, Hartford,
and Connecticut."
"Also," she continued, "Ihave

Still, even though everybody on
his team was excited for him, he
wasn't communicating with
them. Honestly, it was a little
frustrating, but seeing how
happy everyone was for him
made it a wonderful experience."
"I had done it all through High
school," said Christie Blake '99,
"and 1 knew what an awesome
experience it would be. My fa'
vorite part is working with the
children. It's such a rewarding
challenge, It made me feel good
to know that 1 was helping
them to feel better about themselves."
Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety, attended the Connecticut Special Olympics as a
spectator. "It was an invigorating experience. It was inspiring
to see what these special athletes were capable of."
Student volunteer Kelly
Karcher '00 stated,."I have always been involved with physically handicapped children
and adults. I participate in the
Best Buddies program which
pairs Trinity students with disabled people in the Hartford
area. 1 believed volunteering for
the Special Olympics was another way to support the cause
of the disabled. It was great to
meet the special athletes, talk
with them, and cheer them on.
Seeing the volleyball team we
worked with come in second
place was a memorable experience."
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WORLD NEWS
Islamic S/HIitanfs Slay 61 Tourists in Egypt
Sixty-one foreign tourists were killed Monday in an attack by suspected Muslim
militants, armed with guns and swords, near the ancient ruins of Luxor in southern Egypt.
President Hosni Mubarak flew to Luxor after the assault, the bloodiest since Muslim militants
took up arms in 1992 to topple the secular government and set up an Islamic state. Initial
police investigations indicated that 61 foreigners had been killed in the three-hour drama
that began at 9:15 AM (2:15 AM, EST). According to police reports, gunmen concealed in the
ruins of Deir al-Bahri temple, also known as Hatshepsut's temple, on the west bank of the
Nile, attacked tourists arriving in buses. The gunmen hijacked a bus full of Japanese tourists
and killed them all. They then hijacked a second bus, said to be carrying French and German
vacationers, drove it for a mile and again killed the passengers. Severely wounded casualties
were being flown to a military hospital in the Cairo suburb of Maadi, officials said. Attacks
by militants have killed 34 foreign tourists in the past five years.
Ratters News, November 17,1997

Great Train Bobber Spared From Ext radii ion
Brazil's Supreme Court rejected a British request for the extradition of "Great Train
Robber" Ronnie Biggs, who fled from a London jail 32 years ago. "I feel totally elated and
relieved and finally I can get on with the next phase of my life," Biggs told Reuters shortly
after the verdict was announced Wednesday. The Supreme Federal Tribunal rejected the
extradition request because it fell foul of Brazil's statute of limitations, which considers a
crime committed over 20 years ago void. A Brazilian spokesman said the ruling was final
and the British government would not be able to appeal. Biggs was sentenced to 30 years
for his part in the legendary 1963 robbery of a Glasgow-to-London mail train, which
netted his gang about $50 million in today's values. He escaped from a London jail in 1965
and after fleeing to Australia, where he had plastic surgery, arrived in Rio de Janeiro in
197O.Hehas been livingin Rioeversince, becoming quite a local celebrity and making a
living selling books or charging tourists to visit his hillside home. "I've made an effort over
all these years to stay out of trouble and get my life in order. I hope that this [decision] is
the result of my staying clear of the law," Biggs said.
ReutersNews, November12,1997

Humphrey Retires From Downing Street
Her Majesty's Government's official "mouser," Humphrey the cat, retired from his
Downing Street position last week on medical advice. His precise destination is an official
secret but he has a good home with a staff member from the accommodation unit He left
with his essential accoutrements: his basket, litter-tray and favorite toy mouse. However,
his departure from frontline politics was not accompanied by the traditional exchange of
tributes,. There was no personal statement from the Prime Minister or Mrs. Blair, nor a final
meow from Humphrey. Staff at No. 10 and the Cabinet Office did issue a joint statement,,
saying: "We have all grown very fond of him but realize that he will be better off being
cared for in a quiet environment away from the hustle and bustle of Central London."
During the tenure of three Prime Ministers -Thatcher, Major and Blair- Humphrey, who
arrived as a stray in1989, meticulously ate all catfood brands lest the Government be
accused of favoritism. Delicacies included Whitehall mice, and the Queen's ducklings
from St. James's Park near by. Since the election he has led a hectic life, being mistaken for
a stray and catnapped, and almost run over by President Clinton's Cadillac.
The Times Newspaper, London, November 13,1997

F.D.A. Alerts Public To Drug Side-effects
On November 14, the Food and Drug Administration announced a desire to place
warnings on every bottle of nonprescription pain pills such as aspirin and Tylenol citing
the possible risk of stomach bleeding and liver damage when combined with alcohol use.
Manufacturers of some pills including Tylenol, voluntarily put alcoholic warnings on their
product. This issue first made headlines in 1994 when a Virginia man won an $8 million in
damages claiming he needed a liver transplant as a result of mixing Tylenol and his habit of
drinking wine with dinner. The Government is proposing a warning that would tell,
individuals who consume three or more alcoholic drinks a day to speak with a'doctor before
taking acetaminophen due to the risk of liver damage. The proposed warnings would include
drugs containing: aspirin, ibuprofen, ketoprofen, and naproxen sodium, because
consumption with alcohol may increase the risk of stomach bleeding. The Aspirin
Foundation of America has stated that it will fight the warnings while McNeil
Pharmaceuticals, the makers of Tylenol, said it would review the proposal which requires a
more explicit warning than Tylenol currently uses.
The New York Times, November IS, 1997

San Francisco Transit System investigated
This week Federal transportation officials addressed a special Board of Supervisors
meeting regarding San Francisco's mass transit system. These officials called for a review of
training, management, and safety procedures of this system of transportation in light of the
recent problems plaguing its operation. These incidents include 10 minor injuries and $3.6
million in equipment damage occurring in a span of eight months this year. The San
Francisco Municipal Railway is responsible for providing bus, light rail, subway and streetcar
service to more than 700,000 passengers a day. Investigation into this system by the safety
board began in April after a light rail car derailed and hit a loading platform for handicapped
passengers, causing $2.2 million in damage. During their investigation of this accident they
became aware of another four incidents in the same period which was followed by the fact
that five more situations occurred during the actual investigation. Safety officials are stressing
that this transportation system be investigated and any difficulties fixed before more serious
incidents occur.
The New York Times, November 16,1997
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Elliott Abrams Angers Audience During Lecture
Former Iran Contra figure spoke of the breakdown of morals and advocated religion as a solution
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER

News Editor

Elliott Abrams, a former
Reagan Administration Secretary of State who plead guilty to
two counts of withholding information from Congress in the
Iran-Contra Affair, addressed a
panel of Trinity faculty and students on Wednesday, November
12,
As well as being the President
of the Ethics and Public Policy
Center, a conservative think
tank, Abrams is the author of a
new book entitled Faith or Fear:
How Jews Can Survive in a
Christian America, on which he
based his talk on religion in society.
During the discussion,
Abrams fielded questions from
the audience. Some of his responses and viewpoints caused
a heated debate which dominated much of the discussion.
Abrams advocated a greater
role of religion in society. However, his analysis of the relationship between religious groups
such as the Jews and Evangelists was not taken well by the
audience.
When asked to comment on
what role religion should play
in society, Abrams responded
that, "simply having a democratic political system is not
sufficient to produce the kind of
society which we would like to
live in. Where does a society get
its rules ol behavior Irora.? Some
come from the political system'
but in a way the more important ones are not. They come
from religion."
Abrams continued, saying,
"the decline of religion in recent
decades has been unfortunate
in that it has created a society
which has, in many ways, been
difficult. Although we have
made profound changes in re-

gard to both women and blacks
over the recent decades, nevertheless there is a hell of a lot
wrong with our society and that
would be improved if religion
had a larger place in American
life."
Abrams criticized what he
saw as the Jewish attitude towards religion in public life. He
said, "it would be interesting if
the most militantly secularist
and separationist group of
America, namely the Jews,
stopped being quite so militantly separationist. It is said
that the Jews may have lost their
faith in God but they have certainly not lost their faith in the
separation of Church and State. '
This proves to be very damaging to the American Jewish
- community because if the society becomes less religious, the
religion could fade out. The fear
of religiosity that Jews have is a
mistake."
Economics Professor Andrew
Gold posed thequestionof what was wrong with supporting the
separation of Church and State,
to which Abrams responded, "I
think it is wrong because it is a
completely mistaken portrayal
of what the Founders meant by
the First Amendment, the so
called Wall of Separation. What
they believed was that the
democratic institutions they
were creating would [not] create
virtue [themselves], rather they
would be sustained by virtue in
the people. That virtue would
^
h
l
d
faun.
Abrams criticized Supreme
Court decisions which prohibited benedictions at high school
graduations or a prohibition of
funding of religious group activities at public schools.
While believing that Jews
would benefit from an alliance
with Evangelicals, Abrams
cited that American Jews do not

Plans Disclosed For
The Next Millennium
continued from page one
clearer boarders to the Mather
Quad.
There will also be a new Studio Arts building on New Britain
Avenue
and
an
administrative building between the Chapel and the Bistro that is likely to house the
Admissions Office.
The parking lot and paths in
front of the admissions office
will be reorganized to optimize
its aesthetic value. In keeping
with the goal of opening up the
campus, there will be new roads
that access the center of campus. One of which will be the
extension of Crescent Street to
Austin Arts.
After 2002, there are numerous other planned changes to
the campus which include the
addition of a dormitory in the
Life Science Quad between
MCEC and the complex of
dorms to the west. Also, the
plan outlines the rearrangement of the athletic fields and
internal improvements to the
Long Walk buildings.
As this process continues, •

Cooper hopes that students will
give added input, saying "there
will always be an end user to
any building and we will try to
utilize student input in this procedure."
There are currently models of
the Master Plan on display in
Rittenberg Lounge for the community to examine.
President Dobelle expressed
his desire for the addition of a
hockey rink on or near the campus in the near future, stating
that the college has already set
aside $1 million for a planned
$3.4 million facility. The administration is hoping for a gift
from a private donor to help
with this effort as the college is
currently unable to guarantee
funds for a rink while engaging
in numerous other projects.
Over the next five years, Trinity College will be spending
$300 million in Phase I of the
Master Plan and the construction of the Learning Corridor.
According to Dobelle, this is
"the largest project in the State
of Connecticut with the exception of the Foxwoods Casino."

Elliott Abrams (right) addressed Trinity faculty and students in
what became a heated debate.
like Evangelicals because of Jews in answer to that question,"
class prejudice. Specifically, he to which Abrams angrily reaccused jews of seeing Evange- torted, "that is false, that is a callists as "polyester suit wearing umny. You just issued a viscous
calumny of anti-Semitism
lower class hicks."
"I think that's flat out untrue," against Evangelicals. 1 can give
responded History Chairman you data from the American
Michael Lestz. "I just don't think Jewish Committee showing
they like their message. I think that Evangelicals are not more
than other Christhey disagree with their analy- anti Semitic
1
sis of what's wrong with Ameri- tians. '
can society."
Professor Keiner issued a
Taking issue with Abrams's comment shortly after this exposition on morals in society, change. He said, "I found myself
Sociology Professor Johnny in profound disagreement with
Williams said, "You talk about the positions he was taking as
(a tJjj&jppssjbiiHty otea alJiw^t
involuntary servi^ide followed between Evangelical Protestant
by 100 years of segregation and Christianity and the American
further racism today, I'm trying Jewish Community. I think that
to figure out whose morals you His vision of Americanjudaism
are talking about?"
is pessimistic and most of his
Skeptical of Abrams's pro- opinions are based on simplisposal and opinions of the breaks tic generalizations about trends
down of morality in society, in religion and Jewish life in
Religion Professor Ron Keiner America that just aren't warcommented
that "most ranted by the data." Keiner later
Evangelicals will scapegoat questioned how somebody who

THOMBACK

had been convicted of withholding information from Congress could speak of morals.
Paul Skowronek '98 commented that he "thought the
talk was quite lively. What
started out as a casual discussion became quite heated. It
seemed to become a big melting
pot of seemingly unrelated
ideas. It was interesting to see
where members,of che academic community as well as
those who have been involved ,
in Federal Administration differ on similar issues."
tV .Visiting-ftrofes$or Andrew.
Walsh thought the discussion
"was evidence of the degree to
which religious issues are hotbed issues in all places in
America. It was fun to be here
because the point of view that
Elliott Abrams was expressing
is not one commonly heard
around here and we saw from
the interchange that most
people don't buy it."

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1797-98
PRESIDENT'S FELLOWS
American
Studies
Courtney Bragar
Anthropology
Mary Phelps

Biology
Scott Murray
Biochemistry
Sayura Aoyagi
Chemistry
Peter Mangione
Classics
Robert Witherwax
Computer
Science
Shahryar Khan
Economics
Sara Wohlgemuth
Educational
Studies
Valerie Walker

Engineering
Michael Guillorn
English
Monica Petruolo
Studio
Arts
Karen Salerno
Art History
Katherine Reid
History
Lisa Davis
International

Studies
Brian Tafaro
Mathematics
Michelle Lombard
Modern Languages
and Literature'
Ann Taylor
Music
Emmy Tracy

Neuroscience
Benjamin Golas

Philosophy
Ann Taylor
Physics'
Christopher Ripley
Political Science
Tanya Dickey
Psychology
Meredith Stedman
Public Policy
David Weiner
Religion
Can" Salisbury
Sociology
Christopher Gauthier
Theater and
Christina Tsoules
Women's Studies
Leslie Greene

.
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The Smashmouth
Show Disappoints

U.

g

low are you when you try to be
like Matchbox 20 meets
Metallica? And if the singer
thought he could be hard by
Yes... more mainstream music. wearing a Public Enemy shirt...
Two nights ago I ventured to please.
Webster Theater in the beautiNext up was San Diego skaful city of Hartford to see what punk band Buck-O-Nine. Buckthe hype was about. Playing O-Nine recently scored with a
that night was recently MTV- radio hit, "My Town." It is a reembraced Smashmouth from ally catchy song, and they were
my territory, the Bay Area. Hail- actually pretty good. The horn
ing from the greater San Jose section was lively and danced
area, Smashmouth had not around the stage. Their set inmade a major impression on me cluded highlights such as
more than a year ago when I "Record Store," "Round Kid,"
saw them in the Bay Area. I saw and a crowd favorite "Irish
a couple of songs and remem- Drinking Song." Buck-O-Nine
bered they were punk. And a put on a good show, but I don't
few months later they were on know, they needed something
the cover on BAM (Bay Area else. For one thing they should
BY CHRIS W U
Arts Writer

Hartford Stage's Cymbeline. A
"Tragicomedy" Worth Seeing
BY REBECCA COLE

Arts Writer
Mistaken identity, elaborate swordfights; romantic
reconciliations, gods de-

of the first written for the indoor theater, so it takes advantage of all the new tricks that
were just beginning to be used
at the time.
This production was very
entertaining. Most of the per-

Byzantine flavor to the costuming, full of rich colors
and opulent fabrics. The
lighting is also very effective, again using strong colors. The technical climax of
theplay, Jupiter descending

W0NPRI5KA/RUSSO

Cymheline, one of Shakespeare's works, is now being
performed at the Hartford Stage under the direction of
Mark Lamas..
from the rafters of the theatre, to appear to a group of
ghosts, is very impressive.
Cymbeline is a lot of fun to
watch.
While Cymbeline may
not be Shakespeare's greatest play, the Hartford Stage's
While Cymbeline may not be
production of it is definitely
Shakespeare's greatest play the Hartford worth seeing. It toes the line
between tragedy and comStage's production of it is definitely
edy, fantasy and reality.
worth seeing.
As Mark Lamos writes in
his "Reflections" on the play
for you.
character (at least by today's in the program, it,"reCymbeline, is one of standards) come alive. Kyle sembles a dream in that it
Shakespeare's late, lesser- Fabel, as Cloten, a ridiculously looks, Janus-like and majesknown plays. Some would ineffectual villain, got many tically, both forward and
argue that it's lesser-known • of the production's laughs b&ck over Shakespeare's
with, good reason. The plot from his over-the-top perfor- whole oeuvre... its sense of
itself is timeless, at once
is very elaborate (some mance.
might say confusing), and
Directed by Mark- Lamos,' very old and yet entirely
the play, even as it's written, the production is, visually, new."
Cymbeline is playing at
relies heavily on theatrical very interesting. The set is
special effects. Historians quite simple with minimal the Hartford Stage through
believe that the play was one props and scenery. There is a December 13.

scending from the heavens, formances were very good.
and a bloody, headless Standouts included CJ. Wilcorpse. Sound appealing? son as Guiderius and Felicity
Then the Hartford Stage's Jones as the play's heroine,
production of William Imogen. She does a good job of
Shakespeare's Cymbeline is making a rather unrealistic

Their new album Fush YuMang www.interscoperecords.com
is a huge hit.
Music) Magazine. \ was im- have left some4<5f"rtrtlT*'fems' for
pressed that a small punk band Smashmouth's set, hall of the
from South Bay was getting crowd left after Buck-O-Nine's
some press. More than a year set.
. . •
later, Smashmouth is in the
And of course, the headliner,
buzz bin for MTV and kids start Smashmouth. Smashmouth
to go to their shows. Very inter- presented a brand of punk that
esting,..
is pretty darn generic but they
Let me start of f with the point added a little sass and groove
of this article. The show was ter- into their great melodies and
rible. No, it was worse than ter- hard driving songs. That's the
rible.I want.my money back, Smashmouth I remembered
and I got in for free. On the con- when I saw them last. I was tertrary, Smashmouth was really ribly confused when I saw the
good. In fact, I was very im- "Walkin' on the Sun" video. I
pressed with the sor\gs they though to myself, "I kind of replayed and the show they put member them being punk.
on. But the crowd was terrible. What happened?"
It's bad enough to have a show
They ripped and rolled
full of teeny boppers but when through songs through the
you have teeny boppers who are ' crowd taunting and booing. The
not even into the show, you have crowd was shocked that
a major problem.
Smashmouth was actually this
The crowd did nothing. They really stripped down punk
didn't mosh when it was punk. band instead of these glamorThey didn't skank when it was ous beach loungers. The punk
ska. It looked like they were scared the mainstreamers away.
more interested in the intermis- The crowd expected some
sion music than the actual "Walkin' on the Sun" and that's
show (Blur's "Song 2" was one of pretty much it. They stayed almany crowd faves that played in most completely still until
intermission). Why the hell did . Smashmouth played their hit.
you come to see a ska-punk Then, that was it. "Mommy that
show if you were not going to was worth the $10 you paid"
mosh or skank or even tap your was ringing in my head. At one
. feet. It was probably the 40- point Smashmouth said "What
something guys in plaid that is this some Company Gathering?" I just had to smirk. And I
scared the teens away.
felt so sorry for the band, if this
Well, attempting to get the
had been in the Bay Area or any
crowd off their feet was the
other large city like New York
opening band from the UK, Fat.
or Boston, it would have been a
And boy did they fail miserably.
different story.
It was probably because of their
really, really bad music. They
But hey, I have to respect any
were like NKOTB (that's what band that has a song called "The
they are called now right?), try- Fonz" and went into interludes
ing to capitalize on the Metal where they covered "Cum on
scene. It was like 311, Oasis', Rage feel da Noize'1 by Slade. Despite
Against the Machine, any brit- Smashmouth and Buck-Opunk band, and Matchbox 20 Nine's attempts to do something
thrown into one wannabe band. cool, the show was an utter dis-'
Now, I think 311 is a good band appointment and to be cheesy
and 1 don't really like Oasis or and fake (kind of like Fat) I'd
Matchbox 20. But really, how rather be "Walkin' on the Sun."
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A Tough Call With Trinity Theater Alums
Starship Troopers
BY JEFF CROSS

Arts Writer

"lonly have one rule: everyone
fights, no one quits. Ij you forget
it, I'll shoot you myself
—Jean Rasczak
Long before Sigourney
Weaver played cat-and-mouse
with the Aliens, before Mark
Hamill and Harrison Ford shot
it out with the Empire, and before William Shatner boldly
went where nobody else had
gone, Robert A. Heinlein came
out with Starship Troopers. The
classic science-fiction war novel
also serves as a political treatise
onwhatconstitutescitizenship.
After about forty years, Paul
Verhoeven (Total Recall,
Robocop) has brought it to the
big screen, setting a record for
the expenditure of blank ammunition in a single film.
In the twenty-third century,
Earth is united under a quasimilitary dictatorship where
floggings are commonplace
punishment and you are not
considered a citizen until you
do a tour in the Federal Service.
We get a feel for what this so-

camp under the sadistic Sergeant Zim (Clancy Brown), who
ends up calling for the medics a
lot after pummeling the recruits to prove a lesson, once he
put a throwing knife into Ace
Levy's (Jake Busey) hand to
show its usefulness in the
nuclear age. Rico decides to quit
after getting a recruit killed in
a live-fire exercise.
Then the Bugs drop an asteroid on Buenos Aires, right while
Johnny is calling home for his
parents' forgiveness. Casualties
are in the millions. Buenos
Aires doesn't exist anymore.
The call for genocidal war
rises throughout the Federation.
The target: the Bugs' homeworld
of Klendathu. The plan: to turn
it into the next Alderaan. The
only problem is that the Bugs
are significantly more intelligent than we gave them credit

for.

As the body count continues
to rise, Johnny and Carmen's old
classmate Carl Jenkins (Neil
Patrick Harris) is searching for
an elusive "brain" Bug, the
"leader" of the Bugs and source
of all our problems.
I had mixed feelings about
this one. The action and special

WWW.5PES0NY.COM

Buenos Aires has become the Pearl Harbor of the war
against the Klendathu Bugs in Starship Troopers.

Perform On Campus
BY M. MORGAN RISSEL

Arts Writer

Alumni Allison Dubin
and Steve Belber put on productions of their works in
progress at the Austin Arts
Center this past Friday and
Saturday night. Both Dubin
and Belber are currently
working in New York as
playwrights. They returned
to Trinity this weekend to
show examples of their
work, discuss playwriting
and performing with current Trinity theatre students, and receive feedback
on their current work.
Allison Dubin and company performed four unfinished segments of a play
titled, Climbing Black
Mountain. This play is
based on the research of
Black Mountain College, an
art college known for its liberal and progressive teaching. In this play the
company is trying to encompass the mood and feeling of the college through
text, recorded interviews,
slides, and video. This is not
to say it is a documentary, as
the piece is supposed to give
the feeling of the college and
the artists who studied
i here

pany. The company was also
able to meet with Trinity theatre/dance professors for their
feedback and critique of the
play.
In Steve Berbers, Finally, a
one-man show comprised of
four scenes, the audience was
able to view a play in a completed stage though it was still
considered to be a work in
progress. In this play, Belber and
his wife, director Lucie Belber,
produced a play revolving
around a single story told from
four different viewpoints.
Belber is the playwright and the
current actor of the play.
In discussing this dual role,
Belber informed playwriting
students that he is able to manipulate his acting to incti the

ducrion, the company asked
for input on their "work in
progress." This was a difficult task to accomplish for
the audience, as the play was

task. The play itself was both
disturbing and comic, alluding
to tragedies of life that can be
seen in a positive manner. For
example, he told a story of a dog

ciety is like with occasional
dips into the Federal Network's
recruiting commercials a la the
commercials in Robocop.
Johnny Rico's (Casper van
Diem) Buenos Aires high school

In the twenty-third century, Earth is united
under a quasi-military dictatorship where
floggings are commonplace punishment
and you are not considered a citizen until
you do a tour in the Federal Service
life was pretty standard: flunking math finals, jump boot-assisted
arena
football
championships, dissecting
huge alien beetles in biology
class, and romancing his girlfriend Carmen Ibanez (Denise
Richards) while narrowly evading the sexual advances of
Dizzy Flores (Dina Meyer). He
joins the Mobile Infantry
against his parents' wishes out
of a desire to see the galaxy and
to be closer to Carmen, who's
joining the Fleet to become a
pilot.
Johnny endures MI boot

pump-action shotgun. However, the amount of gratuitous
gore was utterly excessive. If
you can stand watching people
get decapitated, maimed,
mangled, eaten, explosively decompressed into hard vacuum,
and having their brains sucked
out of their skulls, then go see
it. But remember, you've been
warned.
"C'mon, you apes! Do you
want to live forever?!"
—Johnny Rico

with a broken leg, who's six
year old master wanted to
put it out of misery. In doing so, he provided a very
comic scene, although
tragic in its premise. He did
this, too, in retelling a story
of incest between a father
and a daughter, only to be

In this play the company is trying to
encompass the mood and feeling of the
college through text, recorded
interviews, slides, and video.
stopped by the father's realization of his daughter's abnormality of having four
nipples. It was very successfully performed, and loved
by both audiences.
In both of these plays, the
alumni were able to use the
Trinity community for support in workshopping their
respective plays. Professor
Arthur Feinsod in the Theatre department described
the playwrights as very
happy to have had the opportunity to show their
plays. It is difficult to receive feedback and/or show
a play in the beginning
stages; making this a valuable experience for the
alumnae. Ai 1 he s_a,inc_iime.
vaTuSBTe'leSoii for '
those students interested in
pursuing playwriting outside of Trinity; enabling
them to see the process of
making a play come to life.

LiesI Odenweller Sings
BY ISABEL CORTE-REAL

effects were extraordinary, as
were some of the military
equipment used, such as
nuclear grenades and the
Morita assault gun, a fully-automatic rifle grafted onto a

not seen in its entirety, therefore
not giving enough material on
which to comment. The seemingly small details that were
commented on, sound clarity,
motion sickness in viewing the
video, and questions of where
the play was heading towards,
seemed to be helpful tothecom-

Arts Editor

Our campus had the pleasure
to host Ms,Liesl Odenweller on
Monday in Hamlin Hall. Ms.
Odenweller is a Lyric Coloratura Soprano who graduated
from Trinity. Upon graduation,
Odenweller decided that she
wanted to pursue a career in
voice performance and traveled
to Italy where she studied for
five years with Paolo
Montarsolo and Franca
Cavarra.
Odenweller has won various
awards and competitions with
her voice. Her greatest achievement to this date is the prize
entitled "II Virtuoso."
She had her Lincoln Center
debut on July 3, 1997 in the
World Premiere of "China, My
Mother," at Avery Fisher Hall.
She has also performed in various operas including Faust, The
Magic Flute, Camelot, Carmen,
and Lakmi.
Some of her upcoming events
include trips to Venice and
Rome where she will perform
with the Symphony Orchestra.
Odenweller will also be performing the part of Gilda in

Rigoletto in Tirana, Albania.
Odenweller gave a remarkable performance on campus.
She was strong and powerful.
Her voice seemed to bounce off
of the wall of Hamlin Hall and
straight into the hearts of the
audience. Music professor, and
chair of the department, Douglas Johnson was extremely
impressed with her vocal performance and her musical skill.
He described the emotion of lis-

M.usic in Quebec City with the
highest honors in piano, harmony, counterpoint, fugue, music analysis, and orchestration.
Trudel is a renown accompanist but he has also taught and
performed at Ottawa Summer
Vocal Academy and is an assistant conductor and a diction
coach Opera Programme in
Banff, Canada. He has also
coached at L'Opera de Montreal
and the Conservatoire de

Music professor, and chair of the
department, Douglas Johnson was
extremely impressed with her vocal
performance and her musical skill He
described the emotion of listening to
Odenweller sing as "a good bath."
tening to Odenweller sing as "a
good bath."
Her recital was sponsored by
the Cesare Barbieri Endowment
for Italian Culture and cosponsored by the Department of
Music here at Trinity. Given
this, we understand why her
entire repetoir was Italian arias.
Accompaniment was provided by Mr. Eric Trudel, a
graduate of the Conservatory of

Musique du Quebec,
Together they gave a wonderful performance and I was glad
to have taken the time to experience her lovely voice. I wish
that I could say the same for
more Trinity students. I believe
that I was one of three Trinity
students present to watch the
recital. I wish I could understand why. I at least expected
to see more of the Music majors.

'--•I
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Around
Trinity
"Everybody Wang Chung
Tonight..."
TCAC rocked the Party Barn with
their annual 80's party this weekend
(too bad they ran out of "beverages...")
Videos and music blasting, everyone
seemed to have a great time flashing
back to the era of big hair and o-zone
depletion. ConnPIRG is now planning a candlelight vigil on the Cave
patio to protest the use of CFC's... you
can expect yet another piece of junkmail in your box filled with facts
about how we're all gonna die because Trinity women did-up their
hair on Saturday.... blah, blah, yadda,
yadda... Earth Day my ass.

When the weather outside is
frightful, the Trin-Trin
Campers go partying...
Apparently for one Trinity student this Saturday, the party scene
was a bit too much. Can you say time
to go to Hartford Hospital? Well, we
bet that student learned a lesson that
night, he won't be drinking that
much again, right? Oops, we forgot,
this is Trinity... drink, puke, drink,
puke, drink, puke, drink...

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECTURES
Tuesday, Nov. 18

7:00 PM

The Decolonization Series will present a panel
discussion in Hamlin Hall. Professor Luis
Figueroa will present a lecture entitled "Puerto
Rico and the Caribbean, 1898-1998: Colonialism,
Anti-Colonialism, and the Problems of NationFormation." Professor Lise Waxer will present
"Music and Indentities in the Postcolonial World
of Latin America and the Caribbean." A discussion will follow the presentations. Student hosts
will be Armando Pagan '99 and Rocio Herrera '99.

7:00 PM
The Psychology Club and the Sexual Assault
Task Force will present a movie dealing with the
topic of date rape on a college campus in McCook
Auditorium. A discussion dealing with the topic
will follow the movie.

Wednesday, Nov. 19

12:00 PM

The Educational Studies Program will present
a lecture entitled "Storming the Citadel: the Battle
Against Gender Discrimination in Higher Education." Valeri K. Vojdik from Western New England School of Law will present the lecture in
McCook Auditorium. Professor Vojdik represented Shannon Faulkner before the U.S. Supreme
Court.

4:10 PM
The Economics department will present a lecture by Jeffrey Milyo of Tufts University. The lecture, entitled "The Political Economics of
Campaign Finance," will be held in Downes Memorial 201.

5:00 PM
Collective voices, a student run multi-cultural
discussion group, will present "'36-24-36' Is this
reality?" in the Women's Center. Dinner will be
provided. Call Sara at x2921 for more information.

Speaking of Doppler Radar...

What's with" the weather1? 'FIVE '
weekends of bad weather, is another
possibly on its way? That El Nino
thing has it in for us "party schools"
doesn't it. Well, Trinity seems to control everything else in Hartford,
maybe now they've got Mother Nature on the payroll (you think she has
to wait 2 weeks to get reimbursed?!).
That's one way to kill the party rep...
rain, rain, go away, come again on
Monday.
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erment, and Development Educators (SEED) will
present "Student Empowerment on College Campuses." The presentation addresses apathy, communication problems, and a method to
successfully transfer leadership. The presentation will be held in McCook Auditorium. For any
questions or concerns contact Nilda Rodriguez at
x2772.

November 18

9:00 PM

PRESHCO and the Spanish Club will present
a night of Latin American Folk Music featuring
The David Giardina Trio. The group will perform
in the Underground Coffee House in the lower
level of Mather Campus Center.

November 19

8:00 PM

The Department of Music in association with
the Center Artists series will present the Stanford
String Quartet. The musicians in this group are
all faculty at Stanford University. They will perform Mozart's "Dissonance" Quartet in C Major;
K 465; Brahams' Quartet in a minor, Opus 51, No
1; and one of the Beethoven Quartets, Opus 18.
The performance will be held in Hamlin Hall.
General admission is $10 and free to students, faculty, and staff with their Trinity ID.

November 21 & 22

8:15 PM

The Trinity College Concert Choir will perform
music inspired by folk traditions from around
the world in the Trinity College Chapel. The performance will be directed by Bradley Wells.

LECLCONL
Thursday, Nov. 20

12:15 PM

The Women's Center and the Office of Faculty
Grants will present a talk entitled "Making the
Most of Your Money: Women and Financial planning." The presentation will be given by Ivanan
Spacek, C.F.M. Spacek is a financial planner for
Merrill Lynch and a former Trinity Graduate
Mentor. The presentation will be held in the
^Alumni Lounge,, Gof fee,and,,cQQkies wiJJ,bej?p>vided.

5:30 PM
The Department of English will present the
Allan K. Smith Assistant Professor in Creative
Writing, William Henry Lewis As part of the
Fall 1997 Writers Series, Lewis will read from his
fiction in the Gallows Hill Bookstore. A reception will follow the presentation.

First Snow Storm hits on a
Friday, how do you celebrate?
Skip class of course! What's the
first thing that comes to mind when
you wake-up to see snow on the
ground? Automatic day-off right?
After all, what kind of professor is
gonna drive to work in that stuff?
Um, got news for all those happy
Trin-Trin Campers out there... those
Profs, did show up... 100 students in a
class, 15 show-up cause the rest
haven't received their JCREW winter
clothes orders yet... My God, you
mean you expect me to walk the
whole 5 minutes to class without my
Polar Fleece? Daddy... help, my Saab's
stuck in that white slippery stuff!

Hey, its Alt. Bev. night in
McCook Auditorium!
It looks like Student Activities is
doing the movie-night thing again
this Saturday. They're showing Star
Trek in McCook, apparently. Yeah,
Trinity students will go to that instead of a party... Right, and then
maybe the Gallows Hill Bookstore
will start making money, we'll stop
getting 15,000 Quick Post e-mails
each day, and Mather's food will stop
tasting like crap. In the words of the
tight-black-party pant people:
"Whatever!"

UTurn

Wed-S at, Nov. 12-22

7:30 PM

(1997) Directed by OH ver Stone. Scree npl ay by John Ridley, based on his book Si ray Dogs. Music by Ennio Morricone.
Cast: Sean Penn, Jennifer Lopez, Nick Nolte, Billy Bob Thornton. There's something about sunny Arizona that seems to
breed films about the dark side of human nature, from Psycho to Suture to a new film noir by Oliver Stone. U Turn
plunks Sean Penn down in a town called Superior, where the women are looking for a thrill and the men are highly
strung, to put it nicely. After meeting a gross-out car mechanic (Billy Bob Thornton), an obscenely jealous husband,
(Nick Nolte) and a pair of unhinged lovebirds (Clare Danes andjoaquin Phoenix), Sean Penn's character wonders aloud,
"Is everyone in this town on drugs?" Cinematographer Robert Richardson is given free rein by Stone, and his creative
experiments make the film an extravagant visual adventure. 125 min.

The Harder They Come

Fri-Sat, Nov. 21-22
Sat, Nov. 22

10:00 PM
2:30 PM

(Jamaica, 1972) Directed by Perry Henzell. Screenplay by Henzell and Trevor D. Rhone. Cascjimmy Cliff Janet Barkley,
Carl Bradshaw, Ras Daniel Harttnan. In celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the film that introduced the rest of the
world to reggae, Cinestudio presents a slamming new print of The Harder They Come. The first film made in Jamaica
that is actually about Jamaicans stars Jimmy Cliff as a country boy who comes to Kingston to make it big in the music
business. Swindled by con artists, he tries a different path to success - selling ganja in the mean streets of Trenchtown.
In spite ol taking its clothing style from Superfly and its politics from Karl Marx, The Harder They Come is that rare
kind of film that crystallizes the hopes and dreams of a nation. The unbeatable soundtrack features the music of Jimmy
Cliff, Desmond Dekker, Toots and the Maytals and the Melodians. 98 min.

Fire

Sun, Nov. 23
Sun-Tues, Nov. 23-25

2:30 PM
7:00 PM

(India, 1997) Written and directed by Deepa Mehta. Cast: Shabana Azmi, Nandita Das, Kulbushan Kharbanda. In a
new film dedicated to her mother and her daughter, Deepa Mehta's Fire is a celebration of women learning to love each
other and themselves. Living above a family-run video store in New Delhi, a young bride who is devastated by her
husband's infidelity turns for comfort to her sister-in-law. Breaking away from the strict conventions in their patriarchal society, the two women- become lovers. A lushly erotic film about a lesbian love affair, Fire has drawn intense
controversy in India and in Indian communities throughout the world (it is banned in Singapore and Kenya). It has
also shown the world a gifted filmmaker who cares passionately about the inner lives of women. "Funny, poignant and
sensual" - The Advocate. 104 min. The matinee showing of Fire Sunday Nov. 23 is a benefit for The Connecticut Gay &
Lesbian Film Festival. Admission for this screening: $10, Students/Seniors $6. For more information call 586-1136.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy Mcmorris

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Witches Sabbath

Volunteer for LEAP

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series
will present Witches Sabbath, a Spanish movie
directed by Pedro Olea. This is the true story of
the Inquisition's campaign to stamp out native
religious practices in the Iberian peninsula.
Carlos Lechner of the Modern Languages department will lead a discussion after the movie.

LEAP is looking for people between the ages of
16 and 25 to volunteer as mentors or tutors for
children living in Hartford Public Housing. LEAP
is a non-profit organization. For more information call 951-0767.

Pablo Delano
An exhibit of Pablo Delano's photographs will
be on display in the Widener Gallery of Austin
Arts Center. The exhibit entitled "Pablo Delano:
Photographs 1992-1997" will be on display
through December 12. The exhibit is free to all.

Molly Sweney
TheaterWorks, Hartford's professional offBroadway style theater company, presents Molly
Sv/ecney, a show by Brian Friel. The show runs
through December 7 at TheaterWorks.
TheaterWorks is located at 233 Pearl Street in
Downtown Hartford. For more information regarding show times and to order tickets call (860)
297-7838.

The Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum is offering a
prize of $500 in its Distinguished Poet Awards
poetry contest. Poets may enter one poem only,
20 lines or fewer, on any subject, in any style. Contest closes on January 31,1997 but contestants are
encouraged to submit their work as soon as possible. Poems should be sent to Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum, Dept. N, 609 Main St., PO Box 193,
Sisterville, WV 26175-0193. For more information check their website at:
http://www.tinplace.com/sparrow

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, Nov. 19

Edward Munch
Munch and Women: Image and Myth, an exhibit exploring the role of women in the imagery
of Edward Munch, can be seen at the Yale University Art Gallery. For more information call
Marie N. Weltzien at (203) 432-0611.

1200 PM

4:30 PM

Roman Catholic
Mass
Crypt Chapel
Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Sunday, Nov. 23
5:00PM

7:00 PM

Showcase movie tickets
available in SLRC!

Roman Catholic
Mass
Main Chapel
Vespers Service
Main Chapel

Monday, Nov. 24
$4.00 for students and

1200PM&

Mediation.
Crypt (Chapel

7.00 PM

"TIMEOUT"
Friendship Chapel

r

\[

November 19
9:00 PM

McGinley & Lynch
in the Bistro

10:00 PM

In the Line of Fire
Favorite Flick Night
in the Cave

Poetry Contest

;

z
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November 20
9:30 PM

Boo khouse Boys
in the Bistro

November 21
12:15 PM

Fair Shake Meeting
inHamlinHall

8:00 PM

Karaoke Night
in the Bistro

10:00 PM

Bowling Night
at Bowl-o-Rama
$2.00 in SLRC

November 22
7:00 PM

Star Trek Generations
in McCook
Auditorium

9:00 PM

Star Trek
First Contact
in McCook
Auditorium

Need a Ride to the Airport?

S

Take the SLRC Shuttle
for $10.00 on November 25
Call x2170 for reservations
*

JVoiF

PLAYING,

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, November 20
Prices: $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For scheduling information call (860) 568-8810
Bean(PG-13)
Boogie Nights (R)
Devil's Advocate (R)
Eve's Bayou (R)
Fairytale - A True Story (PG)
1 Know What You Did Last Summer (R)
The Jackal (R)
The Little Mermaid (G)
Mad City (PG-13)'
The Man Who Knew Too Little (PG)
One Night Stand (R)
Red Corner (R)
Starship Troopers (R)

12:00 PM, 12:50 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:25 PM, 7:55 PM,
9:30 PM
12:55 PM, 3:55 PM, 7:05 PM, 10:10 PM
7:00 PM, 9:45 PM
1:40 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:55 PM"
2:10 PM, 4:25 PM
12:35 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:50 PM, 10:15 PM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:10 PM, 7:40 PM,
9:50 PM, 10:20 PM
12:30 PM, 2:30 PM, 4:35 PM, 6:35 PM, 8:30 PM
12:05 PM, 2:35 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:00 PM, 10:00 PM
12:15 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:40 PM
12:10 PM, 2:40 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:05 PM
1:05 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:50 PM
12:45 PM, 1:15 PM, 3:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 6:40 PM, 7:15 PM;
9:35 PM, 10:10 PM

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, November 20
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For scheduling information call (860) 666-8489
In & Out (PG-13)
Kiss the Girls (R)

7:10 PM, 9:00 PM
7:00 PM, 9:10 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, November 20
Prices: $3.50 general admission, $2.50 general admission
For scheduling information call(860)323-2820
In & Out (PG-13)
Kiss the Girls (R)

7:30 PM
7:30 PM

(ilissiflili
Party, Meet People and Get Paid
Promote KODAK Spring Break Trips
We'll pay you more than anyone
else...GUARANTEED!
NO RlSK...we handle all the bookkeeping.
CALL WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1-800-222-4432.
OUR 21ST YEAR

*Spring Break... "Take 2"**
Hiring Reps!
Selll5...Take2FREE.
Hottest Destinations!
Free Parties, Eats and Drinks.
SunSplash: 1-800-426-7710.
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. FordetailsRUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
Group 5
6547 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918.
Reliable Spring Break Tours
Bahamas, Cancun <Sr Ski Trips!
FREE FOOD & FREE DRINKS!
Sign up before Nov. 30.
Organize a group-travel FREE.
Call for Details and free Brochure.
Call 1(888) SPRING BREAK
Today!.

:

•

.

,

BRETO'S Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527

Pizzas

Topping ....$ .50
Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

...$2.50

Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Specialty Pizzas
S

Red Veggie Design

L

^ large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

Chef Salad
Greek Salad
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

Onions

Ham

Sheet

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scullions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
$10.00 / 13.50

Specialties
$7.50
$7.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$7.50
$7.50
$6.00
$6.95
$6.95
$7.50
$7.50
<<%

2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only$15taxincl.
278-4334

P

Small Pizza

I
I
I
1

278-4334

B
i*

k

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

$7.95
$7.95
$8.50
$7.50
.$7.95
$6.95
$7.50
$7.50
P

Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

•I h

P

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese

5.00 Plenty for two!

,

1

Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334

I

$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey.
Max's Pasta Alexandria
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi
Shrimp on a stick
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp
Linguine Mediterranean
Oriental Chicken Mazen
Blackened Chicken

Large Pizza

J

1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

• Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodaj
•
Only $10 tax incl.

I.
P

Gyro

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Veal.. . .
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami.
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Ravioli
Stuffed Shells.
Manicotti.
Lasagna
Chicken Parmesan
Calzone.
Fettuccine Alfredo
Garden Pasta
Beef and Peppers
:
Steak on a Stick

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25

'•'$4.95'

Onions, peppers, chili pepper^, t>lnr>, mushroom's, s'ou'r crcnm, loihlln
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00

Max's Preferred

$6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

$8.50 /13.00 /23.00

Cajtm Shrimp Pie

$ 3.50

"1

F R E E can soda
& Gallic Bread

with Any Salad
278-4334

I
I
i
I
I

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

I.

Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. - Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Wherever You Go, There Will Always Be Snow
Some Reasons Why Winter Migh t Not Be The Season To Be Jolly
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Editor

Winter has finally come
upon Hartford and covered our
pretty little campus under a
blanket of snow. Some of us
have been looking forward to
this glorious season clutching
our season pass to Killington or
Mt. Snow tightly in our hand as
we sleep. Some of us have been
dreadirig this season by covering our walls with pictures of
our vacation to Aruba from last
year and bringing out the super-down coats to weanhe second the thermometer goes
below fifty degrees. Some of us
don't care one way or the other.
No matter which category
you fall into, the winter season
will throw many different obstacles at you that you may not
know about, or you may have
forgotten about.
For example, sometimes it
snows. And then sometimes
that snow turns into ice. And as
we all know, ice is slippery and
doesn't react well to a lot of materials our pretty shoes are
made of. There are many outdoor steps across campus, and
steps are a popular place for
people to wipe out on. Going up,
or going down, you might get a
bad case of-bloody knees.
I admit that I fell down the
steps in between Jackson and
Smith already: Fortunately, nopretty earlyiritK
Sunday. But then again, I don't
know how many people were
staring out their window and
laughing at the incoordination
of one who tried in vain to grab
the handrail before falling on
her bum. This could be you one
day.
As always, the Long Walk is
a bad place to fall down since
you don't see most of the people
watching you bite it. They are
in the windows of Northam and
Jarvis. Sometimes you might be
walking a little too close to one
of the buildings on ihe Long

Walk. You hear a rumble, you
look up. It's too late. From the
top of a Long Walk building is
a whole lot of snow falling to
your face.
Your embarrassment doesn't
end here. Not only does this
hurt quite a bit, but many different classes in Seabury heard
that noise as well and directed
their attention to you, the unknowing victim. They laugh.
This could not happen in June.
Oh, the sniffles and the
sneezies. We get colds, we get
the flu, we get Strep like it's our
job, and the very lucky few get
Mono. We don't lead healthy

be made, I promise you. It's a
small campus. Germs will
travel fast.
Take Williams, for example.
They have a lice epidemic right
now. As Lisa Harrison '99, a
Trinity student studying there
this semester, says, "It's only a
matter of time." Naturally, I do
not think that lice is a problem
for us. This serves to show you
that where one school spreadslittle critters that lay eggs in
your hair, ours could spread the
flu just as easily. Maybe you
should check the pockets of
that cutie you take home after
late night for Kleenex and

days lost to the Snow Gods.
Even if this will have been
my sixth New England winter,
I am still not prepared for that
biting wind that whips your
face and dries your nose. Or the
chill that hits the.back of your
neck where the collar of your
jacket ends, or the middle of
your back where your jacket
and shirt don't cover when you
bend down to pick something
up.
No gloves are warm enough,
no down coat is warm enough,
no boots are warm enough to
convince you that it is as warm
as the summer. We may wear

And don't forget, mono isn't called the kissing disease for nothing.
If you think the Walk of Shame is embarrassing, try being one of
the only two people on campus with Mono.
lives even when there isn't snow cough drops. You never can be
on the ground.
too careful.
Add a little bit of cold
Then there is that nasty cirweather to the equation, and cumstance of it being absoyou will find yourself hanging lutely freezing outside. Most of
out at the infirmary a lot more us like to shower in the mornthan usual. No one likes being ing. I do not particularly like
sick at school. You still have to blow-drying my hair, and
go to classes, you don't feel well, thanks to its wonderfully short
you can't go out at night with length, I do not need to. Yet that
your friends, you don't feel well. whole pneumonia scare kind of
You don't look good, you don't makes drying our hair pretty
smell good, and you are in necessary.
perma-bad mood. Expect this
Isn't it something like 80% of
soon.
our body heat comes and goes
Who will give you sympathy through our heads? Regardless,
who is not sick themselves? In- we are told to either dry our hair
stead, just stock up your movie or wear a hat. And as most of
collection. My recommenda- you.know, .wearing a .hat with
ttdiMof aside (Sunday afternoon wet hair will guarantee you a
is Bra.vche.art. The music will hat head. And it still won't keep
relax you, and you'll fall fast you as warm. 1 haven't heard of
asleep before the first tape is many boys who dry their hair
over, and wake up right at the in the morning, so I guess that
just makes them more suscepend.
Once you get sick, your room- tible to illnesses. Girls beware.
mate will get sick. And then her
I admit that growing upsouth
boyfriend will get sick, his of the Mason-Dixon line alroommate will get sick, and so lowed for my winters to be a bit
on and so on. And don't forget, milder than New England's. I
mono isn't called the kissing had an average of a half a dozen
disease for nothing. If you think snow days a year and it was not
the Walk of Shame is embar- out of the ordinary to have our
rassing, try being one of the school year extended into our
only two people on campus summer vacation to make up
with Mono. Assumptions will for a great number of school

THE B U N P PATE REVIEW!!

more clothes, but it's never
enough.
Sure, snowball fights are fun.
I have gotten into my fair share
of them. I just don't particularly?
care for them when I'm walking
to class and I'm hit in the back
by some coward who doesn't
even know me. Then again, this
could be a great way to.meet
new people. You can get in this
mad snowball fight and when
it's over, go up to that cute boy
with the mean right slider and
say, "Gee, I think you're neat."
Walking across campus for a
party isn't really fun at any time
in the year, but especially not in
the wmterr,.Thpse Party Barn
parties sure woulS be funifyou
lived in Vernori Place. If you
don't, you are forced to layer up,
strategically, and place your
coats at risk in the not-so-organized coat room.
• You can't wear any shagging
shoes. They don't have the right
gripon the soles toavoid falling
on the way there, Then there's
the semi-formal. What do you
wear? A short dress offers
plenty of flesh to expose to the
cold weather. A long dress is
annoying. Heels complete the
outfit while promoting the
chances of falling. A lot. Walk-

ing barefoot is no longer an option.
Up in the clouds where I live
on the fourth floor of Northam
Towers, I am faced with the heat
dilemma. Our bedroom heater
kicks in around one or two in
the morning and stops around
noon. Our common room
heater is on for about two or
three hours a week, and by the
time it warms up—it turns off.
Yet 1 remember living in a room
where controlling the heat was
not an option. We were forced
to endure the sultry, sweaty environment in Jungle Smith.
It seems as if you can either
freeze to death, or sweat to
death. As windows are of ten
kept closed, everyone's rooms
begin to take on musty, body
smell. Some mixed with stale
cigarette smoke, some filled
with every type of room freshening candle available.
As the weather gets colder, we
stay indoors more with the
same people. Everyday for
hours, with these very same
people. We get cranky. We snap
more quickly. We think it's everyone else, but it's very typical
to deny the blame we must put
on ourselves. We may think
that everyone else puts on their
poopy pants in the morning,
but we have put on ours, too.
Winter is a long season. If you
can't get along with your roommate now, I suggest finding a
hobby that forces you out of
your rqpm, ^
Of course, there are wonderful things that happen in the
winter. It's just easier to remember the bad ones when you are
sick with a cold and your bum
is still wet from falling down
the slippery steps just a couple
of yards from where you were
walking to.
It's cold out, so bundle up. Or
just bundle. Either way, keep
warm by doing something because if you don't, you'll be cold,
in the cold, with a cold.
Remember, it's only seven
months until summer comes
around again.

Top Ten Ways To Chase Away
The Winter Blues

JUST Fill IH THE BELOW IW0IMAT10H hW T>RO? IT IH CAMPUS

MAIL TO Box

roassa.

We Pay For Your Dinner, And
You Write About It! Meet
The Person Of Your Dreams
and Charge Us For The Meal.

10. Lots and lots of Ker—it's a natural body heater.
9. NyQuil and Robitussin. Take a little for your cough,
take a bottle for your mind.
8. Beat someone up.
7. Cover your floor with sand and relive Tropical.
6. Fake-n-bake.
5. Find a cutie and get some booty.
4. Bury your roommate in the snow. Runaway.
3. Threesome!
2. Who needs a blender when you've got mother nature?
Make Margaritas out of the bounty of snow on the Quad.

EXTENSION:.
i waw™ s w a HMH SMISS S S S SSSS JS23 SEES SEES =

1. Turn your room into a coed sauna.
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Sister
GENERAL READING: This-week, Sister Ravenglass is balancing all readings against the Hierophant (Spiritual Rules), crossed with the Chariot (a journey of change) opposite the Magician (creative intelligence). Why? The
Magician possesses tremendous imaginative power, which, when coupled with
the ritual order of spiritual rule, has the power to lend meaning to our religions. If we're lucky, our inner Magicians and Hierophants will learn to work
together, bringing form and spiritual purpose to our magickal creative arts.
.J\

5CORFIO

^

^*lfc?

TAURUS

T | f AFR 20 - MAY 20
OCT23-NOV2I
As far as your journey is concerned
I can see a maelstrom in the hearts
of Scorpios this week. The Death card (see the General Reading above), all
indicates a change through inner I can see is a long line at the airport
transformation. This card is crossed with you at the end, hoping to fly on
with the. Eight of Cups, indicating standby. The outlook is not so promiswithdrawal into the inner mind. All ing. The Knight of Rods indicates a
of this makes perfect sense—change journey delayed~but not postponed.
ought to be pondered in order to be The Ace of Cups, full of the liquid of
better accepted. Think about your ex- friendship, will stillbe waiting for you,
perience until it makes sense for you. fresh, at the journey's end—no matter
Is your new path worthy?
when you finally get there.

5AGITTARIU5-Q
NOV22-DELC2I
In my, minds eye, I see a Saggie in a
relationship based on trust and mutual
respect, one whose logical outcome is
a sanctioned ceremonial binding.
Saggie, you're thinking about some
long-term commitment here. Yet the
relationship card (The Ten of Cups) is
reversed, and crossed with the
Hierophant (see the General Reading.)
I ask you, Saggie—are you taking this
path because it is safe, or is your love
truly so strong that it merits your life?
CAFRICORN
DE.C22-JAN l?
Courage is your watchword for the
week. I see it in the strong upraised
blade of the Ace of Swords. Th is sword
dangles between the Three of Rods,
indicating a high tide of creative flow.
The sum of these items is four. There
are-four seasons, four elements, and
four points to the compass. What does
this reading mean? ' See the General
Reading above and then ponder lucky
events which have taken place in fours.

GEMINI
tek
MAY2I-JUN2O /lT\
Know the story of a man who was
asked by Christ to sell his possessions
and join the disciples?. He did so, and
witnessed the crucifixion. As he stood
there, destitute, did he think his journey was worth the price he paid? I see
you in him, on the brink of giving up
all your material prosperity (The Four
of Pentacles) in sacrifice to your spiritual quest. Is your faith truly asking
you to become dirt poor? Are you willing to follow the Fool to the door of the
empty tomb? Do you see virtue in that
miracle?

CANCE.R

JUN.li -JUL22
Money really 'siictts."OTe! gree'rT
wads of dirty paper that blow away
faster than they accumulate. Who
needs a career? Who needs a white
house in suburbia with 2.5 kids and a
shaggy dog? Who needs two cars in
the garage and a fat savings-account?
Obi Wan Kenobi didn't need it. Do you
need money, or is it structure you're really seeking? Poets starve, but parents
like yours weren't starving poets or you
AQUARIUS
JAN 20 - f"'Hb 18 W$£$S probably aren't reading this. So come
Aquarius, you're in a bad way this on> Cancer-what do ydu want?
week. Your energies have been tapped, f)&fr
L-E-0
.drained and pillaged. Your Strength
JUL 25 -AUG 2Z
card is reversed, indicating how your
Deal with two things immediately.
soul has been under some serious One: stop goldbricking at work. Don't
stress. Like Saint George, you are ex- be such a schmuck. People are starthausted after your fight. Yetl bear you ing to talk. Two: demonstrate how well
good tidings: The Knight of Cups, you've accomplished your assigned
charismatic lover and courtier to your duties. Tell yourself what a great job
royal self, brings a chalice of fresh liq- you're doing when you do it well. Move
uid to assail your thirst: a cup of con- on to the General Reading for somegeniality and renewal. Drink deep.
thing more interesting than a rundown of dry occupational duties.
fiscts
TE.5 \9-MAR 20
The Two of Swords rides first in your
suit, an indicator of a stalemate.
Crossed with the Eight of Pentacles,
perhaps this stalemate is occurring
within the hallowed halls of academia-in a specific class or maybe with the
whole concept of education in general.
Where are you blocked, Pisces? Can
you persevere just a little longer? See
the General Reading above.

ARIES
MAR21-AFK \9

The Hierophant and the Magician
are in a desperate, bloody fight for supremacy. You're an innocent bystander, but. you're
getting
wounded—the wounds are self-doubt,
self-anger, and self-denial, as seen in
the Ten of Rods. Fortunately, this card
is crossed with the Two of Pentacles, indicating collaboration between these
two pigheaded contestants—especially
if you stop acting like the trophy and
start being the referee.

VIRGO
If your life were a movie, you'd get
some mixed reviews. Your storyboard
depicts Errol Flynn Seven of Swords
swashbuckling action and Zen Hermit
meditation documentary. "Masterful.
A cleverly wrought tale of triumph
over trickery." "Virgo is a complex
character, mercurial in demeanor."
"The plot lacks for nothing but an adequate explanation for the withdrawal
of the main character." For a spin on
the critics, see the General Reading.

LIBRA
5L\FT23-OCT22
Money matters are tied in Gordian
knots. The Page of Pentacles is reversed, indicating difficulty surrounding financial dealings. Crossed with it
is the Eight of Swords, reiterating the
restrictions on money...but also the restrictions of several ingrained attitudes
about the world in general, which only
hold you back.
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Racism And Bigotry
On Our Own Campus?
B Y CHRISTOPHER SANBORN

Features Writer

Integration. That's a 1960's word. Nobody really uses it anymore. But the
other day I was walking around campus when I noticed that everybody was
white. I realize that the student body is
not one hundred percent white, but at
the same time, I can conceivably walk
from one side of campus to the other
and not run into one person of color.
The word "diversity" seems to have

nobody really has a definition for it
anymore. It has now become a euphemism. .
Integration is pretty simple and very
clear. It implies combining two elements that are not yet together. "Diversity" is like "society" in literal terms
because they are both so accepted and
so misunderstood.
I really wish I knew what could be
done about this problem. I have only
suggested that we acknowledge that a
problem exists. But what are we supposed to get up and do about it. Admit-

Racism at schools like Trinity is hard to purge. A
large majority of the student body comes from small
New England towns where the train tracks are used
for more than just transportation.
replaced the word "integration" as far as
terminology goes, but it has also
changed attitude towards race relations. My question is: Why use a euphemism when we already know another
word that more accurately describes
the situation?
College is more than just books and
buildings. We live here on this campus
together for a reason. We are here to experience and learn things with and
from each other in a way that we will
never encounter again. But how much
can you learn from people who are just
like you? I don't mean to suggest that
race is the only defining characteristic
of one's personality.
We can and we do learn things from
h
h f o gh d
with race. But if this is a college, a place
where we are supposed to learn from
one another, then what are we saying
about ourselves when we go to a school
where everybody is white? We don't say
anything. For what ever reason, its just
not an issue.
I doubt very much that there are
many people that come to this school"
because there are few people of color
here, There are other factors that lead
to such a homogenous environment
that have little to do with our views on

ting less.white students and more
people of color seems like a good idea
but something has to happen before
that. We, as students, need to change
our views before we can expect anyone
else, including the admissions office, to
follow.
There are a lot of racist people here. I
don't mean just people who tell bad
jokes or make offhand comments. Bigots restrict themselves to that kind of
behavior. Bigots are too ignorant to
know any better. But racists believe intellectually that their race is superior.
Trinity is a very good school.
Therefore, I don't see how anyone
smart enough to get into Trinity could
claim that they are a bigot. So when I
hear-students yelf'WpHri't'ly'faiei'sr
words to each other like, "Go back to
where you belong," a phrase 1 heard just
this weekend, I don't label it.bigotry.
Racism at schools like Trinity is hard
to purge. A majority of the student body
comes from small New England towns
where the train tracks are used for more
than just transportation. I am not entirely surprised that racist views persist
here when the only contact some students have with people of color comes
from inner-city kids on the campus.
A lot of students complain about the

Integration is pretty simple and very clear. It implies
combining two elements that are not yet together.
"Diversity" is like "society" in literal terms because
they are both so accepted and so misunderstood.
race. But I think this is where the problem lies.
When I arrived here my freshman
year I accepted a lot of things about the
school and about the student body. I accepted the fact that, there were a lot of
people who play sports; and that there
were a lot of people that liked to drink;
and that there were not a lot of people
of color. All of these things fall under
the same category because they are all
generalizations but they are all, for the
most part, true.
Needless to say, I have not left the
school because of any of these things.
But Ido think that integrating the student body is an issue that needs to be
addressed. They, whoever "they" are,
can start by substituting the word "integration" for "diversity" if they are serious about solving the problem.
Imagine an admissions director
bragging to perspective students and
their parents about their "integration"
percentage. I remember when I applied
to college the admissions people either
stood 'behind or in front of their degree
of "diversity."
That word never bothered me before
I thought about what it really meant. It
has become such an overused word that

Hartford kids because they disturb the
peace; they don't fit into our little world.
A lot of times they come specifically to
piss people off, not to play on the fields.
But, in a way, they are the same as us.
These kids have no experience or
meaningful contact with white people
in their lives and they deal with our
presence defensively. And we are just as,
if not more, defensive. However, the
whole conflict is grounded in mutual
ignorance of one another and a mutual
lack of motivation to do any thing about
it.
1 think the main reason that racism
and integration are not considered seriously here is because they are not
pressing issues. There are no serious
tensions, no race wars, no blood being
spilled. Schools like to follow the old
saying, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." I
don't blame them.
The best way to keep a school popular is to keep the students and the parents happy. It's up to us. I know that
sounds cheesy but I don't know how
else to put it.
Colleges depend on students as much
students depend on colleges. I think we
need to get mad and we need to show
it.
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What Kind Of Movie Mood Are You In Tonight?
A Guide To Match The Right Movie With The Right Mood
save lazy afternoons, especially Sundays, fashion, but I think that they can be
for those long ones. And how bad can it spread over several days. I just don't feel
Features Columnist
be to doze off and wake up to William the same adrenaline pumping as I do
Wallace beating the crap out of some with Rocky.
Ah, the winter season has come upon English guy or even waking up to Kevin
Now all of these movies are great to
us. Are you ready for it? Well, 1 must Costner's bum.
watch with your buddies, or even with a
admit that I am well prepared for the
Now, next to the epic category there is date, if you are so lucky, but there are
winter. 1 have been practicing the art of the ever favorite film series or box sets. movies that are just right for nights home '
watching movies for hours on end each
week for the last lew months. Trust me,
it's not always easy.
There is a lot to consider when you are
picking a movie. Every situation has it's
own appropriate movie selection. On
rainy days (or snowy days for this season) I would never consider watching a
super exciting movie like Speed. Those
are the days for something much more
mellow and classic. I often find myself
returning to the old John Hughes movies like Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast
Club, or Pretty In Pink.
There is nothing more, relaxing than
that pleasant lying-around-time,
bundled up in your down comforter on
the couch in your common room. And
the fact that you know every line in the
WWW.GEOCITIES.HOLLYWOOD.COM
movie and you know what is going to A couple of your old favorites
happen in the end, makes the movie- My favorite is probably the Rocky series. alone (I mean, not that 1 would know
watching experience that much more But there is a distinct difference in what those are like). Ok, so I might've
soothing to the mind and body.
watching each series. When I watch spent a couple of Friday nights at
This type of movie is also great for late Rocky, all I can do next is watch Rocky 11, home...alone.
in the night. You know when you get Rocky 111, Rocky IV, and even Rocky V. So Now, I never would watch something
home from the library or even from go- what if I stayed up one night until four like-AHen by myself, instead I might pop
ing out and you have no one to cuddle in the morning watching movies? I had When Harry Met Sally or Breakfast at
with and you just don't feel like going to to see what happens next, even though I Tiffany's in the VCR. Sure, it has a lot to
sleep yet? Well, I highly recommend knew. Rocky gets your blood pumping do with the fact that I am a girl (I cerflicks like those aforementioned plus and there's just no stopping the motion. tainly cannot imagine any guy sitting
On the other hand most other series alone in his room thinking how much
others like St. Elmo's Ft re, Shag(a definite
chick flick), and Fletch. Again, these are can be watched in several sittings, rather they wish they could be like Audrey
movies that you know way too much than all at once. For example, has any- Hepburn and meet a guy like George
about, therefore you don't mind turning one ever sat down and watched all of the Peppard).
it off halfway through and going to bed. Alien movies at once, or have you ever
And there's nothing wrong with a
even
felt
the
urge
to
do
so?
good,
sad movie to have a healthy cry to.
This is definitely not one of the times Lii
Between-Rochy--and-'Ai[i'ere,ifor-me'aD lsmea^i,, L,>VQjUld ji.ever consider, watch•tdthrow oh an 'epic MkeBraVeheaft^
Dances With Wolves. However, these are least, are The Godfather movies and the ing Weekend at Bernie's if I stayed in for
great movies to nap to, no offense to Mel Star Wars series. Both of these are clas-. the night - just too depressing (I'm not
or Kevin, but they are very long. I like to sics, and should all be seen in a timely sure if I would be more depressed that I
BY JEN GERARD
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am in the snow and not at the beach or
if it would because I was watching that
movie - but probably the latter).
Obviously there is a true distinction
between the movies that guys and girls
watch together and those that just the
girls get together to watch (the guy selection tends to be similar to the guy/girl
selection because it's usually the guy
who selects).
Most guys 1 know would rather die
than have an all-day musical marathon,
whereas I can't wait to do it this weekend. The marathon might include something like the classics Grease and Grease
2, but who can forget to include Johnny
Depp's stellar performance in Cry Babyl
A true classic representing the struggle
between being good and bad, featuring
the song "We Love Being Bad 'Cause It
Sure Feels Good." Plus, it's a chance to see
a really fat Ricki Lake.
John Hughes' movies seem to be bigger hits with the female spectrum, but
they can be universal. However, I might
suggest that Pretty in Pink, Some Kind of
Wonderful, and Sixteen Candles appeal
more to the ladies who are all out there
looking for their own Jake Ryan.
Watching a movie with a boy is a totally different experience, but if you are
lucky you won't really be watching the
movie and it won't matter what movie
is on.
Usually the girls just give in and agree
to watch an action flick. But most girls
actually enjoy action movies, anyway.
Maybe it's just me and my need, to organize and analyze everything, but I see the
difference between the movies I watch
on a rainy day versus a movie I'd watch
with a boy,
Movies are essential to everyone's life,
especially those watched at home. Without watching movies on TV,what would:
you do with all of that time? Do homework? Yeah, right. Maybe go out to a
movie.

A Reaction To Garbage
B Y JENNIFER ACAMPORA

Features Writer

Did you; know that over one billion
pounds:• •of garbage are generated each
day in;ithe.United States and that over
50% of 'our landfills ;will be closed
;within the; neit five years?: I know these
facts'can seem:: beyond our little world
here:ac Tiririity., Qf tehythe prevalent attitude^ ilia,tone:persori can,not:rn:ake a;

a recycle bin causes the entire binto be
trashed rather than recycled. •
Also,: top often, people keep recycle
bins in their dorm rooms to be used as
their own personal trash barrels; Resi. dential Life is looking at considering
this type of activity dortn damage. But
the best,'way to improve the recycling
pncampus is for us to take thevinitiative to properly use the recycling bins

;::-;Sq> the next time youneed to throw
garbage' out ••plea'se-takJE the,fev^ ^extxa
: steps;tp:the trash|cari;pi waif umiLyPu
pass one,1 butdoivt roake: & habigpf ;us, ing the recycle bins for';trash. 'Theyjare
•:: therefc a. reason and if wedanptsfcart
: • respecting the-guideUnes;pbsted';on;or
^^aboyf pur;fec,yele:b'iris we: face the pos-*
']bili^Mjfe^
:&can^|3us;thatdpespptsuppprtt^
;
aiKtS-th-elarid- asiirnportant asrteeyeling would; be- a-:
j ; : especially :tp: thoseofus'who
d care; K
'
'
ibottlesjiid cans'and:15;tprts of rtewspa-;; really do
:p^i^.;jvlQSt cdm^sfrpmiijod seryicesand
tipt;dire' ctly frprix the jstudents;' •:' ?S ; ; /;:
' ?rrjber:of ^pfinPIRG'sICjiien
;aWpaign,:^yself:and others
- 'make;a:stack: pn;:ffiRflif

lhifiidifl^

^

Find the following Trinity-related phrases:
Bishop
Crossroads
Northam
Dobelle
Bantam
Beer
Meathead
Party Barn
Bistro

The Tap
Princess
Walk Of Shame
Cinestudio
Cave
Late Night
Ferris
Long Walk

eq!i:::eom

|(^|||e||cli|i|p^^I|||:5K£:;
Itl|plf 'Kfe^i; t|ey;aie;| i .?!ne%-l

f^j^0^i^iMik
jbi!i^

thrown ;away!'lt isitriportaMtHat irLoreJ:'- :;$•£ 'kp
pepple:rriake^ise: pfi th^HihS ir| p'ut"KaUs;V\iKr*":i'1"'
cOTrectly/>A single pizza.bpxt|at

d;eQlp^
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The Tripod Wants You!!
It is time to elect the spring staff
The following positions are available:
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Arts Editor
Opinion Editor
Features Editor
Announcements Editor

Photo Editor
Business Manager

Budget Director
On-Line Director
Subscriptions Manager
If you are interested in running for one or more of these
positions, please call Elizabeth at x3272.
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The Decolonization Series:

Cutting The Strings
the "Commonwealth" position was
made official in San Juan (the capital),
Features Columnist
and subsequently the first national
Puerto Rican flag was raised.
There were those outstanding indiAs soon as I realized that Mi Puerto
Rico was a documentary as opposed to viduals who continued to escape the
a movie, I leaned over to the elderly strings of the Puppet Masters and
;entleman in front of me and uttered, fought back. Watching this documen"how disappointing." The gentleman tary was the first time in my life where
laughed in an ambiguous way, thus I I agreed with fundamental nationaliswasn't sure whether he approved or was tic movements.
Pedro Albizu Campos was the infludisgusted at my remark. In any case, I
shrugged my shoulders and sat back to ential leader of the The Puerto Rican
watch Mi Puerto Rico, the fourth film in Nationalistic Party since 1946. With
subsequent parties being formed or rethe Decolonization series.
While Benedita de Silva spoke last formed with names such as The Indeweek about Brazil's problems as a post- pendence Party, The Movement for
colonial country, Puerto Rico has never Independence, or The Socialist Party,
truly gained independence. Puerto Rico there has been excitement followed by
went from Spanish ownership straight letdown after letdown for the Puerto
nto the hands of America. The 23 year Ricans.
Since not one of these Parties gained
old presenter said, "As Puerto Ricans, we
BY MARCUS COWIE

The Puerto Rkans, "the puppets/' are treated like
infants in Kindergarten—we can almost hear what
the Masters are saying: "Since they have no power to
fight back, we can do what we like."

Elections will be held Tuesday December 2, at 9:3 PM in The Tripod office.

ORLY

THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER

WHAT IS THE MEDIA
SAYING ABOUT OBLY?
The Phil Donahue Show
'"Oily is a .unique personal matchmaker..."
Ron Reagan Show
"Orly, horn a matchmaker..."
Sally Jesse Rafael Show
"Orly's service is designed for the professionals. .."
AM Los Angeles Show
"two of Orly's clients were married live on the
show...Thu wedding of theyear"
Eyewitness News (ABC)
"Orly. world renowned matchmaker..."
KTLA Morning News
"Orly. matchmaker in action..."
Jewish XV. Network
"Orly is a real marriage broker..."
Montel Williams Show
"Orly's clients are the cream de la crcy•m..."
AM Philadelphia Show
"Orly's dienis an1 simply lop of the line.. ."
Cleveland Tonight Show
" O r l y : a t o u c h o fc l a s s . 1 . . " : . . ' . ' • '
Orange County News Channel ,
'Orly is champagne wishes. .."
AM Northwest Show, Oregon
"Orly the one and only matchmaker.
Good Evening Seattle Show
"Orly is an investment in your future..."
The DiM Petty Show, Canada
•'Orly' has a sixth sense
National Enquirer
"Orly has a dream date for you..."
:
Orange County Register
"Orly has a match for the sincere singles.,."
The Heritage Weekly
"Orly is nationally and internationally known..."
Los Angeles Times
"Orly matches the rich and successful.
Dallas Morning Newspaper
"Orly made countless introductions..."
Beverly Hills Today
"Orly is the Rolls Royce of matchmaking..."
KFITalk Radio
"Orly, a matchmaker with a sixth sense..."
WLAC Nashville Radio
"Orly is a celebrity matchmaker..."

We Want
You!
The Features
Section is
looking for
new writers
for next
semester.
Give Juls or
Linda a call at
.' X258L :

Oh, and we
eat pizza on
Monday night
for free.

Have a
happy '
week!

never had the chance to see what we Independence for Puerto Rico, the fundamental and violent nature in Nationcould do on our own."
, The world is crude. The superpower alism came out, first in 1950. In this year,
countries in the world simply can't un- the Nationalistic Party made an atderstand the negative impact that they tempt to assassinate President Truman.
have had on smal ler coun tries. If we are Subsequently, since this attempt failed,
going to have borders and imaginary in 1954 the fundamentalists focused on
lines to distinguish countries and areas, five members of Congress.
It seems at face value that fundamenhen why can't we just let things be as
talists ought to be" regarded-as detri-,
they are?
.:
Countries' cultures, people's lives, and mental to society. However, if people
even languages have been and still are such as these did not exist then we
b i l ^ d ^ h ^ ^ upj&rpowersi«-,-wQuld-^eei»u©b
The Puppet Masters," It is as if the we do now Oppressed people in general
'uerto Ricans, "the puppets" are treated don't stand up. They feel that there is too
like infants in Kindergarten—we can
almost hear what the Masters are say1
ing: "Since they have no power to fight ' with what the Puppet Masters say.
Therefore, I feel that fundamentalism
back, we can do what we like,"
It's absolute bullshit.These "puppets" is simply giving the Puppet Masters a
are living, human beings who have .a taste of their own medicine. It seems as
head, neck and legs; they talk, walk and if striving for independence by the
laugh;.they rejoice, cry andsleep.Tor "right" ways simply results in a smack
in the face. Good for those fundamenChrist's sake, "they are us".
. '
Cart you imagine what it would be talists. • .
They lived most of their life in prison
like to be owned by another country?
Puerto Ricans have had a> chance to ex- for the sheer fact that they loved who
perience two owners since 1504. How- they and their fellow countryman were
ever, one of the most ridiculous events and could not bear to see their loved
in Puerto Rico's history was in 1950 ones being ripped to pieces by those
when The US-Puerto Rico Federation strings. They somehow cut the strings
and were freed themselves.
Act was made.
To bring one Master down to show
This act was analogous to Britain's

It's clear that by staying subordinate to those who
juggle the strings creates stagnation. Get some scissors,
get a sharp knife. If you have to, use your teeth, and
cut those strings...
•:
jargonized "The Commonwealth". This the others that there is a resistance is the
basically meant that the Puppet Masters only way in which a country like
told all the puppets o! Puerto Rico that Puerto Rico could ever hope to stand on
Puerto Rico was independent. However, its own two feet. If there is enough rewhat the general populous began to re- sistance, and if there are many people
alize was that they still had strings-tied freed from the strings, .we see a revoluto their hands, feet and arms. We hear tion of some kind.
the Puppet Masters again, "so don't do
Break free from the strings. It's the
anything silly,'as we will pull the , .only way in which we can return to any
strings." .
•kind of sanity It's dear that by'staying
• Indeed, in 1951, Puerto Rico was al- ,- subordinate to those who juggle the
lowed to write its. own constitution,' .•'strings creates a state of -stagnation. Get
However, in 1952 the USA gave back 'sQrnes.ciss.ors, get a.sharp.knife;. If you
.their written attempt of civilization and;'..; have tp,Juse.-your teeth',- and cut those
screwed it up in their face, ThVUS-. ; -strings that make tis walk and talk-We
amended most of the'social-and eco~" • !all'knoyfhpw; to'-walk an^.talk;with'riorhiq rjghts: thatiiad .beerv firmly'/ but tKe strings,,,. "--. '' ">?; ['•$'.'••.'; ;
pl£nted'by,trie poor-puppets iijto thejr" ': Por'thesakeof the millions of people
'cphstltUtlOIL, .,' " •• . ':•'. ""•'' •,;-- ;' V1,-1'-. , •: ; around the world who' are moved by the
•With hU'wliere else to turn, the pup-'' Puppet Masters, and evehfor yourself as
pets had to agree with their Masters. On • •a human being/look up.qnce in a while
July 25th, 1952, Puerto-Rico agreed to the •' to see if those blasted strings .are atUS amendments, .With this date being •tached.'tq your feet arid hands. And if
the 54th anniversary of the US invasion, they are - cut them quickly! •/ '..-•••.
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SPORTS

Men's Basketball
Rebounds in '97-'98
and maybe the league's top player.
Bednar has looked great in pre-season
Copy Editor
workouts and, according to Ogrodnik,
may have come into this season "a little
Coming off a disappointing and in- hungrier" after missing most of last year.
jury-plagued 13-10 season last year, the Brokaw is also a big key. "He has worked
Men's Basketball team returns nine let- hard to get himself into shape," says
ter winners, including four starters, in Ogrodnik. "His play will be big for us this
hopes of bringing the Bantams back as year."
a perennial New England power.
Levin, though, has made the greatest
In 1996-1997, the Bantams began the pre-season impression on Ogrodnik. "He
season by winning four of their first six has improved his game dramatically.
games before falling apart after Christ- He's quicker, stronger, and runs the floor
mas break, losing five of six games dur- better. It's some of the most drastic iming February. The stretch virtually provement I've seen in 30 years."
eliminated the squad from post-season
The Bantams will also be helped out
play. Injuries plagued Coach Stan by their bench, where senior Tim Lynch
Ogrodnik's (16th season, 259-119) troops, and freshman Scott Wallach have
as sophomores Kevin Bednar and Chris emerged to serve as key role players.
Devanney missed much of the season . Ogrodnik has only the highest praise for
Sophomore small forward John the tenacious Lynch: "He's a hard-workMulfinger, the club's leading scorer and ing kid who has backed up four differAll-NESCAC performer at 21.2 points ent positions over his time here. He has
per game, played with various injuries played well beyond our expectations and
is very much in the mix (for playing
through much of the year.
Things should be different thisseason, time) right now." The 6'3" Wallach, a
though. Senior captain Craig Moody re- Scarsdale, NY native, is an athletic
turns for his third year as a starter and shooter who can fill in at the shooting
second year as the Bantams' captain. guard and small forward spots.
Despite the talent that the Bantams
"Moody is a tough kid," says Ogrodnik of
the Ridgewood, NJ native. "He has come bring to the floor this season, nothing
back stronger and has been shooting the will come easy. Top New England foes
ball very well so far." Moody will solidify Western Connecticut, Connecticut Colthe shooting guard spot. The point guard lege, and arch-rival Williams loom on
position, though, remains the club's the schedule. "I'm very optimistic, but
strongest need. Junior Marcus Reilly and I'm also very cautious," says Ogrodnik,
impressive freshman Mike LaBella wary of the injuries that plagued last
should both see sufficient time here. year's squad. "For this team, it's really up
Reilly is a solid ball-handler and LaBella to them. They will go as far as they want
jja,s impressed the coaching staff thus far. to go-if they have the desire." Capatin
"He (LaBella) is a very advanced fresh- Moody commented, "I think this year's
-HW«r' says Ogrodnik. "He;s-a fierce com- • team is a great -mix of older-guys, with
petitorwhocanshoot We don't need our experience and leadership as well as talpoint guard to score a lot, though. We ented freshman who will be counted on
have plenty of scorers. We just need to to contribute right away. I really believe
play smart, avoid turning over the ball, that if we find the right chemistry, continue to work hard and stay focused, we
and play defense."
Up front, the Bantams will be very can bring the Trinity basketball prostrong, led by juniors Mulfinger, Bednar, gram back to a top team in New En6'5" J.B. Brokaw, and much-improved 6'6" gland." The challenge begins Saturday
Jason Levin. Mulfinger's play speaks for afternoon at home against Massachuitself. He is the team's best pure scorer setts College.
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Men's Squash Preseason
Ranked #2 In The Nation

BY JOSH GOLDFINE

Kevin Bednar '99 and the Trinity basketball team
drive past last year's disappointing season and back
into the NESCAC elite.

"Holy Cowie!" The Nation's #1 player,
the Bantams' Marcus Cowie '00.

SPORTS INFORMATION

will be counted upon to get the Bantams over the top in the National
Sports Writer
Championship fight is junior Charlie
Saunders. Saunders' two-year record
Coming off a season which saw of 23-11 and mark of 11-4 last season
Trinity's first individual National are sure to improve, as he moves up
Champion crowned and a second place from the 4 and 5 spots where he was
finish at the National Squash Champi- playing primarily in 1996-97.
onships at Princeton, the Bantams are
Sophomore Steve Ayling will be
back as well, having gone 8-5 playing
and bring the team National 'Cnampi-" ^ l y ^ n ^ m i ^ o T ^ s ^ W u g r i o u t the
onship back to Hartford. Having lost lineup last year, Cowie, Quick,
four seniors, yet retaining the talents of Saunders, and Ayling provide the nasome of the country's best players (in- tionally ranked individual performcluding number 1 ranked sophomore ers which Trinity boasts, but the play
Marcus Cowie), Trinity again looks to of senior co-captain Jon Freeman (15be a national power. Preseason ranked 0) and Joe Pentland (11-3) will also be
#2 as a team, the Bantams will enter vital to he team's run at the National
this season with high expectations, but Title.
also the squad to back up these lofty
Assaiante has brought in a fine crop
predictions.
of first-year talent as well. Israel's #2
Head Coach Paul Assaiante's roster is ranked junior Zafrir Levy will chalheadlined by British-born Cowie, who lenge for a high roster spot, while
last year as a freshman took the Men's freshman Duncan Pearson, the United
Individual National Championship States #1 ranked junior, will vie for
from two-time defending champ considerable playing time as well.
Daniel Ezra of Harvard. The world's #2
Having lost the National Champiranked junior, Cowie overcame a onship in their final match last year
midseason injury last year to post a 12- to Harvard, the Bantams are out to
3 overall individual record. His youth prove themselves worthy of the title.
and incredible natural talent in the They boast one of the country's most
sport will assure Trinity of a spot in the talented young rosters, as well as a rostop of the national polls for a number ter filled with veteran experience.
of years to come.
They have all the tools necessary to
Another sophomore, Colorado native take the Championship. Their run
Preston Quick, will be called upon as a will start this Friday against Tufts.
leader of the squad this year. Posting an Loaded from top to bottom with naimpressive 17-1 record last season, tionally ranked players and promisQuick will add to theBantams' success ing youngsters, the Men's Squash
through his aggressive play and sound Team, is sure Co live up to its pre-seafundamentals. Another player who son national ranking.
BY STARK TOWNEND

Tripod Sports Needs
Winter Sports
Writers. If
Interested, Call Fred
Or Carolyn at x2589

TH IS WEEK
IN BANTAM

TrIvia!Trivia!!Trivia!!!
i AS WE ALL KNOW SNOW HAS MADE ITS PRESENCE FELT ONCE AGAIN HERE IN HARTFORD.
THE FLURIES HAVE MELTED INTO THIS WEEK'S TRIVIA THEME, WHERE ALL OFTHIS WEEKS'
\ ANSWERS WILL BE RELATED TO SNOW IN SOME WAY. THINGS YOU WON'T SEE: VANILLA ICE,
DREWBLEDSNOW, SLUSH LIMBAUGH,
1. THIS MICHIGAN STATE POINT-GUARD RAN THE BACK COURT WITH SUPERSTAR SHAWN
RESPERTA FEW YEARS BACK AND IS ONE OF THE SCHOOL'S CAREER LEADERS IN ASSISTS.

Friday November 21
Men's Squash vs. Tufts, 4
PM
Women's Squash vs.Tufts,
|4PM
| Men's Ice Hockey at
UMass-Boston, 7:30 PM
| Saturday. November 22
Men's Basketball vs. Mass, j
College, 7:30PM
Women's Basketball vs.
Babson, 2:00 PM
Swimming vs. Colby, 12 PM |
Wrestling at Springfield
Invitational, 9 AM
Men's Ice Hockey at
Babson, 4 P M Cross Country Division III
Nationals at Franklin Park,
Boston

2. THISABL TEAM BOASTS SEVERAL EX-UCONN STARS INCLUDING TWO, CARLA BERUBE
\ ANDKARA WALTERS, WHO HAVE STARRED IN THOSE REALLY ANNOYING BOB'S DISCOUNT
FURNITURE VIDEO'S
3. THIS FOOTBALL PLAY IS A DRAMATIC WAYTO CONCLUDE A CLOSE
GAME WHEN YOU ARE IN THROWING DISTANCE. IF CONFUSED
PLEASE CONSULT WE VIDEO OFBOSTON
COLLEGE'S DOUG FLUTIE'S CAREER CREATING MIRACLE PLAY.
4. THE DALLAS COWBOYS AND GREEN BAY PACKERS PLAYED IN
THE FROZEN TUNDRA OFLAMBEAU FIELD IN 1966 IN THE SECOND
EVER NFC CHAMPIONSHIP GAME. THE PACKERS ULTIMATELY WON THE GAME 2H7AND
WAS FOREVER IMMORTALIZED IN SPORTS HISTORY WITH THIS CATCHY NICKNAME

IT

5. REMEMBER REFRIGERATOR PERRY? I DON'T EITHER BUT HIS NICKNAME SPAWNED THIS
SLIPPERY RETURN-MAN'S NICKNAME WHO PLAYED THE SAME SEASON. THIS PLAYER
WEIGHED IN AS WE LIGHTEST PLAYER IN WE NFL GIVE HIS CHILLY NICKNAME.

field Hockey Post-Seoson Honors
A1S-MESCAC
Camilla Love "99
Kafe Leonard "99
Anna Norland "90

Kirs*en Skedd "90
Ashley Knowles "90

Regional All-America

Bantam In The Spotlight

YOIAIWA FLAM/NO y9\
CROSSCOUNTRY
ELLINGTON, CT
FLAMINO QUALIFIED TOCOMPETE AT
THE DIVISION III NATIONAL CROSS
COUNTRY MEET BY FINISHING 11THAT
THIS WEEKEND'SNEW ENGLANDS
RACE SHE'LL RUN ON SATURDAYAT
BOSTON'S FRANKLIN PARK THIS IS
WE SECOND YEAR SHE HAS QUALIFIED \
FOR NATIONALS.

1st Team
Camilla Love *99
Rate Leonard *99
2nd Team
Ashley Knowles *98
Anna Norland *9®
Rirsten Skedd *98
Senior Anna Norland has
been chosen to play in the
Division 111 North/South AllStar Game. The
game will be
(held next
weekend at the
University of
Connecticut
i
during the
'Division 1 Final
Four.
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The Great Wall Of Hartford: Senior Kirsten Skedd
BY AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writer
Kirsten Skedd is one of six seniors on
the Trinity Field Hockey team but her
position sets her apart from the crowd.
She is the goalie and has been the start-

ing varsi ty goalkeeper ever since she was
a sophomore. That's not bad for someone who was not even recruited to play
field hockey at Trinity. In her three years
on the team, she has helped lead the Bantams to the ECAC tournament once and
the NCAA tournament twice. It is her
ability to save all sorts of shots that has
continually helped the Bantams win
games and post winning records.
Skedd is from Westford, Massachusetts and went to high school at the
Middlesex School. At Middlesex, she
played three sports- field hockey, squash,

FG

M-A
Martin 102-199
MacGoll 83-161
Qanty
80-156
Earls
46-126
Shutte 43-101
Leonard 40-105
Welker 17-43
McGlynn 28-109
Luz
19-44

3pt.FGFT

2nd Team Regional Ail-American and 2nd
Team All-NESCAC Kirsten Skedd.
and lacrosse. She arrived at Trinity having dislocated her shoulder numerous
times and required surgery. It seems inconceivable for someone to continue to
play with such a bad injury, but Skedd

Rebounds'

35-51 45-80-125
6-01
59-97 71-75^146
0-1
23-34 42-82-124
13-54 31-42 20-29-49
0-1
46-72
13-38 5-6
4-12
3-3
10-39 19-33
0-0
23-36

21-30-51
10-24-34
12-24-36
6-42-48
29-32-61

A IQilk SJu Els,
15 : 48 : 10:: 21 239
11 16" 7-:, '19::.:225>
38
20
21
12

13
8
27

19
27
6
82 89
10 21

15
5

183
136
132

98
41

40 85
6 61

Let E-S Sports custom screen print or embroider shirts,
sweatshirts, hots or other merchandise for your dorm, club, or orgonization.

AMANDA TUCKER

continued to play and played well, always going all out for a save.
Skedd is an International RelationsComparative Studies major who hopes
to go into marketing and sales for a soft-

continued from Page 20
depth to the forward loaded Bantams

Visit our Website:

www.essports.com

foortsi) 800-637-0030
TO ORDER TODAY!
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IMJLane
healthy. Hopefully we'll be more consistent this season and be.abl

squad, McGilynn;commented^"Thei:
frUdditiTh
and have less rolling of the dice than

pfacticing:yery welland :pushing us last year," Pine commented.
andiwill be challenging for playing
One of the things which might
time." Trinity has also added a hew as- : change this season is the stability of the
sistant coach in Crew graduate assis- lineup. Last year Coach Pine used 10
tant Erica Schwabs Coach Pine different starting line-ups and players'
commented that Schwab was "an excel- playing time fluctuated from game to
lent high school player and is great be- game. A huge advantage of this method
cause she can come in and beat up on is the wealth of experience it provided
our big guys some." Pine continued that for some of the younger players.
Schwab is "very enthusiastic and adds , The team is focused on returning to
1
a great deal of team spirit."
the NCAA tournament but according
The team begins the season with a to McGlynn "I don't think its going to
slight disadvantage over some of its be that easy because we have so many
opponents. Coach Pine commented expectations on us, from ourselves, our
that "NESCAC can't start until Novem- coaches, other teams in New England
ber 1st which puts us at a disadvantage. and elsewhere. We want to concentrate
Other teams can begin on the court on our scrimmage and our first game
conditioning as early as October 15 and for now. But we definitely want to get
official practice by October 22nd. So back to the tournament. We have to rethey have 2 weeks ahead of us which alize It will be the little things which
gives them an edge."
:
are going to get us back there, mentally
Pine is also concerned with the team's and skill wise. We have all the tools. We
especially difficult scheduling. "Our just have to stay focused."
schedule is significantly more difficult
The Bantams begin their season this
this year because the NESCAC became evening with a scrimmage against
a playing conference for the first time. Eastern Connecticut. They then will
We;have some weeks down the stretch begin preparation for Babson on the
where we have Tuesday, Friday, and Sat- 22nd. There is a considerable amount
urday games. Playing games back to of animosity between the Bantams and
back against tough: match-upsln the
Babson, Coach Pine remarked: that
NESCAC will make it tough to string
"Babson has z. good freshman recruittogether the same streaks of wins we
ing
class so we'll have to be ready for
had last season. (The scheduling) will
that
and they also have a good returnshow;:which NESCAC teams have
ing
player
in Shannon; GarnpbelL Our
depth,and hopefully we'll be one of,
those teams." Pine continued, "Wejust : kids are fired up because we only
have to take it one game at a time be- scored 39 points,against Babson in the'.
cause a lot of! teams have improved ' season opener last season and T;think
largely from last season and we are one : pur players feel theyhaveprove someof those teams people we'll look at to - thing; to Babsoft.": Canty 'commented
beat.'V.V
•'::: ',:(•• \y ^ V f V :
' ^ \ ' \ 1''First of. all'We don't like Babsoni We •
• beat them: freshman; year^ then lost to'
The NESGAC will be extremely com- them by one point our sophomore year
petitive: this, season with 7 NESCAC • •and got blown put by them last year, sp::
squads reaching a post season of some wehave tobeatthernthis year,'' Regard-:
sort last season. "There is really a small less, the game shpuld:be:a;highly;emo-:
difference between the real good teams ,,tional:battle and; an earlj test to^see^
:
and the average teams. It all depends on ? •where the BantamsStahd in their quest
catching: a few breaks arid staying: for another NCAA tournament bid.
;

CALL

ware company. It is something she has
been working towards through her
classes as well as in her summer jobs
with computer companies. She has enjoyed her four years at Trinity because of
the academics as well as the people she
has met. She enjoys playing on the field
hockey team because, "There is a group
of diverse women whom I would not
otherwise have met, and together we
pursue a common goal of excellence and
winning.1'
She led the team to the second round
of the NCAA tournament this season,
compiling a regular season record of 140 and a record of 1-1 in the tournament.
Along the way she logged six shutouts
and had a save percentage of 86%. The
defense allowed 15 goals in the sixteen
games. As Katie Rieg '00 said of her defensive counterpart, "She is the backbone
of the team. On the field we look to her
as a leader with a strong voice." Coach
Robin Sheppard said of her goalie,
"Kirsten has shown remarkable improvement in all facets of her game and
1 think ^hat she has matured both athletically and personally."
The role of a goalkeeper is a difficult
one on any team and to play it for four
years seems hard. Skedd was able to provide support for a team when it was
needed and to make an outstanding save
when it was required. As Ashley
Knowles '98 said of the goalie she has
played with for three years, "She may be
an unorthodox player but she always
gets the job done." The team will definitely miss her leadership and play making ability next year. Katie Watts '00 said
it best, "She is my idol."
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Soccer Finishes Kean Season Women's Hoops
Shoot For NCAAs
BY FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

The Men's Soccer team traveled to it's first NCAA tournament this past Wednesday to
face Ramapo College in the first
round. The Bantams fell behind
early when Ramapo's senior forward Nansha Kalonji scored on
an indirect free kick. Trinity
sophomore midfielder Dan
Rudolph responded with his
fourth goal of the season when
. he scored on a perfect pass from
freshman Steve Rovithus.
Throughout the second half the
two teamsjockeyed for position
with both applying intense
pressure.
Yet, the game remained tied
until six minutes remained in
regulation when junior forward
Jay Fernandes redirected a shot
from freshman midfielder
Mickey Chambers. The game
winning score is especially remarkable due to the hamstring
injury Fernandes has endured
throughout the entire season.
Several times prior to the dramatic goal, Fernandes was re-

a? *

Mike Dudevoir '99 clears the
ball in a recent Bantam game.

ALEXCUKOR

moved tostretch the hamstring. Bantams and jumped out to a 4The win improved Trinity's 0 halftime lead. The Bantams
record to 9-5-1 and advanced were able to ruin Kean's shutthe team to the second round of out bid when John Jankowski
the NCAA tournament. Then scored his first post-season goal.
the # 4 seeded Bantams were Trinity did not play particularly
forced to face #1 Kean Univer- badly but were outmatched by
sity which boasted a 19-1 record. the potent scoring attack of
Kean simply overpowered the Kean.

New Englands Warmed Up By Flamino
BY YOIANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer

The men's and women's cross
country teams finished their
season Saturday at the NCAA
Division 111 New England Regional Cross Country Championships at the University of
Southern Maine. The Bantams
ran through the snow and ice,
but did not fare as well as hoped
and expected.
In the men's race, Williams
finished in first place, beating
Brandies by six points and
Keene State by 17 points. These
three teams qualified for the
NCAA National meet in Boston
this weekend. Trinity, with a"
limited number of runners,
placed eighteenth out of 26
teams.
Benjamin Appleyard '98 finished as the top Trinity runner.
He had big shoes to fill as he was
trying to run a good race, as well
as compensate for the loss of
Eric Lavigne '98. Lavigne, the
top runner during the majority
of the season, was unable to run
due to a knee injury. Appleyard
had difficulty finding a rhythm
in the rough conditions, yet finished 72nJ out of about 200 runners. Following closely behind
were David Kyle '00 and Paul
Pultar '01 who ran good races
and helped to compensate for
the loss of another key runner,
Todd Markelz '01. Andrew
Malick '00 and Adam Forkner
'00 ran tough races and rounded
out the final scoring positions
for the team.
The men were not fully satisfied with their race, as they felt
that they did not perform as well
as possible. Individually.eachof
these runners had great seasons.
They all PR'd and consistently

performed well j.n_meets..;Kyle_
said, "it was a great season. I'm
pleased with how 1 ran and the
team came together nicely. I'm
now able to set new goals for the
track as well as look forward to
next year's XC season."
In the women's race,
Middlebury took top honors
beating Williams by 11 points
and Bates by 59 points. These
three teams will travel to Boston
to compete in the NCAA National competition at Franklin
Park. The Trinity women finished fifth out of 30 teams; although the women ran well
they were disappointed that
they did not qualify for nationals. Prior to this meet the
women were ranked third in
New England and 17th in the
nation in the Coaches Poll.
The women hoped to fulfill
this placement and qualify for
a berth to the national meet.
Despite the failure to meet this
goal, the women should not be
displeased with their season.
They continually finished at
the top in the regular season
invitationals and posted impressive wins throughout the
season. They showed a great
deal of spirit and enthusiasm
that should riot be diminished
nor forgotten because of a single
race.
The women, although they
did not do as well as they hoped,
ran respectable races. Leading
the women was Yoianda
Flamino '99, who finished ll' h .
This finish earned her a spot to
the national meet in Boston.
The other runners finished
fairly close to one another,
maintaining the style of group
running that they have used all
season. Elizabeth Worthy '98
finished 28th out of 200 people
with a time of 19:55 in the unfa-

g
improvement on her finish at
last year's New England Championship. Worthy had a tremendous season, winning a
number of invitationals and
demonstrating considerable
improvement from last year's
cross country season.
The next Trinity finisher was
Thama Benios '99 in 33"1 and a
time of 20:12. Benios, running
her first XC season at Trinity
added great strength and depth
to the team at this meet, as well
as the entire season. Flamino,
Worthy, and Benios earned AllNew England honors for their
performances.
Finishing fourth for the Bantams was MariahTitlow. Titlow,
a sophomore, improved greatly
during the season and ran a tremendous race, finishing 50th.
Capturing the final scoring position for the team was Sonya
Worthy'98.
Only a few positions behind
her, and displacing numerous
other runners was Kimberly
Mendell '99. Both of these runners ran solid races as they
rounded out their very successful seasons. Nicole Hanley'99
also ran a fine race, finishing
well in the top half of the field.
Hanley provided a strong foundation for the team as she completed her fist xc season.
Sonya Worthy helped put the
season in perspective for the
teams, as she said, "It was quite
disappointing to finish the season on this note, especially after our hopes and expectations
were fairly high. We had a great
season and should be happy
with what we did do and not
judge the season by one thing
that we didn't do. We should be
and are proud of our accomplishments." • :

Gretchen MacColl '00 powers her way
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up against WPI last season.
BY FRED SCHONENBERG

The Women's Basketball
team return^ after/aa!
eeijt'season last::year when
they posted an!8-6 record and
reached fhe NCAA tourna-.
rrient for. the second time in 3
years.'•• 11 letterwiriners return
from last; season and1 will look
to continue the .outstanding
tradition of excellence established under Head Coach
Maureen Pine. : :•-•;,
Leading, the way will be the
three seniors, Colleen
McGlynn, Carolynn Canty
and Sarah Martin. McGlynn is
the team's point guard and
tookhome Most, Valuable
Player honors while leading
the team in assists last season.
Her ball-handling skills and
defensive tenacity are essential
to the team's success. Canty is:
one of the most dominating
inside threats in the NESCAC
and is coming off a season in
which she averaged 7.6 points
and 5,2 rebounds. Martin is another inside powerhouse capable of outrageous scoring
out bursts. She dropped 34,22
and 23 points in games last
year and finished as the team's
leading scorer. She also added
5.2 rebounds per garnet Coach
Pine commented, "The 3 seniors have won 77% of their
games during their three years.
So they have experience with
success on the floor and have
high expectations. They know
how to win and, they won't
settle for anything less than
The junior class boasts three
potentoutside.scoring threatsLisa Welker, Laurel Earls.and;
Kate Leonard. Welker emerged
from an injury plagued season

to spark the Bantams in their
NCAA tournament game
:ey sliots
and grabbed 7 rebounds. Earls
shot nearly 25% from 3-gohjj,
ts a
game. The threesome give the
Bantams a formidable outside
shooting threat to compliment
the talent and depth of the inside game. Leonard led the
team in 3-point percentage,
34.2%, and is recognized as a
flammable shooter.
The sophomore class boasts
three players who saw considerable action: Gretchen
MacColl, Megan Shutte and
Caitlin Luz. MacColl emerged
as on of the most dominating
players in the NESCAC and
simply took over games at
times last Season. She finished
the year averaging 9.9 points
per game and grabbed a teamleading 6.3 rebounds per contest. She led the team in scoring
10 times and in rebounding 7
times last season; Shutte
proved: she is a capable ball
handler and the Bantams' most
tenacious defender. Her ability
to go coast to coast is unparalleled on the team and she has a
knack for hitting the big shot.
Luz is another of the Bantams'
talented inside players and is
coming, off an impressive
freshman season. She averaged
2.8 points and 2.8 rebounds per
contest despite limited playing
time. She led the team in scoring twice and once in rebounding. Luz has demonstrated that
she is capable of dominating
the lane and seemed unstoppable at times last season.
The team boasts three; new
faces including two freshman
(names?) and sophomore
Harleigh Leach. Leach's monstrous frame adds even greater
See INSANE on page 18

